2020 CHINA’S WINE LIST OF THE
YEAR - RESULTS AND REVIEWS
2020 中国酒单大奖 – 结果和评语

Leading experts from China have partnered with some of the world’s most respected
Master Sommeliers, Masters of Wine, wine media and wine judges to rate, review and
reward the best wine lists from greater China’s finest restaurants, hotels, cafes, wine bars
and clubs.
来自中国领先的专业人士们与一些世界上最受尊敬的侍酒大师、葡萄酒大师、葡萄酒媒体和评委们对来自大
中华区最优秀的餐厅、酒店、咖啡馆、酒吧和俱乐部的最好的酒单进行排名、点评和表彰。

Any restaurants that have been given a Glass Rating are commended lists, and they are all
here for you to discover. See how they’ve rated, read the judges review, use this as a guide
and you can explore with confidence new wine and dining destinations from across China,
Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan.
任何被授予了一个杯数排名的餐厅都是推荐的酒单，他们在此等候着您去发现。看他们是如何被评委排名和
点评的，并以此作为指南帮助您信心满满地去探索来自中国、香港、澳门和台湾的新葡萄酒和餐饮机构。

Understanding this Results and Review Guide: Only wine lists that have been awarded a Glass
Rating are included in this Results and Reviews Guide.
了解点评：只有获得一个杯数排名的酒单被包含在此获奖结果和点评指南内。

=Recommended
推荐的

=Outstanding
优秀的

$, $$, $$$ = an indication of wine prices
葡萄酒价格的指示

=Excellent
卓越的

Our sincere thanks to our Partners and Sponsors who have made these Awards possible, on
behalf of the Tourism and Hospitality industries across greater China and discerning consumers
everywhere.
我们仅代表大中华区的旅游酒店服务业和最富洞察力的消费者们，十分真诚的感谢所有奖项的合作
伙伴和赞助商
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CHINA'S WINE LIST OF THE YEAR – HALL OF FAME
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Café Gray Deluxe – The Middle House, Shanghai (2019)
SW Steakhouse – Wynn Palace, Macau (2019)
8½ Otto e Mezzo Bombana – Hong Kong (2018)
House of Roosevelt – Shanghai (2017)
Aux Beaux Arts – Macau (2016)
Restaurant Petrus, Island Shangri-La – Hong Kong (2015)
L’Atelier de Joël Robuchon – Hong Kong (2014)
Robuchon au Dôme, Grand Lisboa Hotel – Macau (2013)

CHINA'S WINE LIST OF THE YEAR – HALL OF FAME
INDIVIDUAL AWARD WINNERS
•
•

Paul Lo (2019)
LU Yang MS (2017/2018)

CHINA'S WINE LIST OF THE YEAR – HALL OF FAME

•
•
•
•
•

THREE TIME SPECIALIST AWARD WINNERS
Duke’s (Guangdong)
Best List Southern China (2013, 2015, 2017)
Tivano (Chengdu)
Best List Western China (2017, 2018, 2019)
121BC (Hong Kong)
Best Wine Bar List (2014, 2015, 2016)
Oyster & Wine Bar (Hong Kong) Best Wine by the Glass List (2013, 2015, 2016)
Oyster & Wine Bar (Hong Kong) Best Champagne List (2017, 2018, 2019)

121BC 🍷🍷🍷
49 Hollywood Road, Hilltop Plaza LG/F Via, Graham St,
Central, Hong Kong (and SAR)
2672 8255
https://121bc.hk/
Cuisine: Contemporary Italian
Wine list by Vincent Kwong
Wine on list: 99 (29 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 80 - 270 HKD
This established Italian favourite has had a makeover in its
swish new premises though it still has the same great Italian
food and slick wine list. A set of fabulous cocktails will get
one’s evening off to a terrific start, or if you prefer beer, there’s
the boutique brewer BAV from Veneto. The by-the-glass
selection offers good spread from around Italy, including a
strong set of ‘macerated’ wines from Friuli plus a great
selection of reds. The main list is a smart compilation of
around a hundred bottles which transverses the country and
has a diverse varietal mix. At the back, you’ll find a small set of
rare wines and some classy digestifs to close.

1515 BAR, SHANGHAI JINGAN SHANGRILA H OTEL 🍷🍷🍷
1515 酒吧
1218 Middle Yan’an Road<br/>Jing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020
+86 21 22038888
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/the-1515west-chophouse-and-bar/
Cuisine: Bar Snacks
Wine list by Fengyuan Wang
Wine on list: 500 (35 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 50 - 1980 RMB
This is an impressive international list headlined by a diverse
array of wines by the glass, substantially strengthened by its
Coravin selection and a wonderful collection of reds in half
bottles. The selection from around the globe has been
thoughtfully chosen with many of the world's finest listed.
Especially strong in France and Italy.

1515 WEST RESTAURANT, SHANGHAI
JINGAN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷

28 HUBIN ROAD, GRAND HYATT
HANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷

1515牛排馆

杭州君悦酒店湖滨28中餐厅

1218 Middle Yan’an Road<br/>Jing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020
+86 21 22038888
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/the-1515west-chophouse-and-bar/
Cuisine: Steak House
Wine list by Fengyuan Wang
Wine on list: 780 (37 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 50 - 3960 RMB

28 Hu Bin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310016
86-571-87791234
http://www.grandhyatthangzhou.com/
Cuisine: Chinese - Hangzhou
Wine list by Sandra Chen
Wine on list: 236 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 118 RMB
28 HuBin Rd presents diners with a classy wine list to
complement the sophisticated, authentic food from Hangzhou,
Suzhou and Huaiyang. Beggar’s Chicken and Dongpo Pork are
some of the favourites on the menu, and there are quality wines
to match. Top producers grace the pages from Penfolds, By
Farr, Grosset and St Hallett from Australia and Inniskillin from
Canada, plus there are icons from the Americas such as Opus
One from the Napa Valley and Don Melchor from Chile. Also
great to see labels like Silver Heights from China, as well an
extensive selection of Chinese liquor and Shaoxing Yellow
Wine. France and Italy shine with a wide range of classic wines
to tempt the most discerning connoisseur.

Best Listing of Australia Wines
The focus here is very much on the world's finest starting with
the use of Coravin to present superstars such as Sassicaia,
Vega Sicilia, Opus One, Penfolds Grange, Latour, Rousseau
Chambertin and DRC Echezeaux by the glass. The bar is set
high and the list traverses all corners of the globe without
faltering.

78 PRIME SEAFOOD & STEAKHOUSE,
INTERCONTINENTAL NANJING 🍷
云端海鲜牛扒坊
1 ZhongYang Road, Gulou District, Nanjing, Jiangsu 210008
+86 25 8353 8888
https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/nanjing/nkgh
a/hoteldetail
Cuisine: Seafood & Steakhouse
Wine list by Bowen Pan
Wine on list: 99 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 48 - 78 RMB
This is a compact list that packs a lot of variety into a small
space. Big-name Champagnes are plentiful, and there is an
international selection of white wine. There is a more extensive
selection of red wines, to complement the steak house theme,
with Bordeaux the dominant region plus representatives from
Spain, Italy and the new world. There is a nice set of dessert
wine to close.

8½ OTTO E MEZZO B OMBANA HONG
KONG 🍷🍷🍷
202, 2nd Floor, Landmark Alexandra, 18 Chater Road, Central,
Hong Kong (and SAR)
+852 2537 8859
http://www.ottoemezzobombana.com/hong-kong/en/contact/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Kenji Torres
Wine on list: 2100 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 360 HKD

Best Sparkling Wine List
Breathtaking is the only word to describe this phenomenal
listing of the great wines of the world. It is like a library of all
the wines you want to drink but never knew where to find. They
are all here, in the finely tuned compendium of wine. Italian
wines stand proud in all their glory. Each region shines with
its signature varietals and producers. The collection from
Barbaresco is outstanding, and then there are the Barolos: a
mesmerising selection spanning eleven pages, including
verticals from the best producers. Tuscany is another highlight,
especially the numerous Brunello di Montalcinos. Aside from
Italy, France is particularly strong in the classic regions of
Burgundy and Bordeaux, and there is a sweep from the New
World too. This is an exceptional list with hidden treasures for
all.

8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA MACAU,
GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

8½ OTTO E MEZZO B OMBANA SHANGHAI
🍷🍷🍷

Galaxy Macau, 1/F, 1031, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8886 2169
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/8%C2%BDotto-e-mezzo-bombana/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Han Yew Kong
Wine on list: 1243 (27 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 110 - 360 MOP

6th - 7th floor, Associate Mission Building No. 169
Yuanmingyuan Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002
021-6087-2890
http://www.ottoemezzobombana.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Manuel Montesano
Wine on list: 700 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 120 - 880 RMB
There is so much to love about the wine list at 8½ Otto e Mezzo
Bombana Shanghai that it is hard to know where to start. It
must be said that the wine-by-the-glass list is stunning and one
could choose from this alone and go home satisfied, as the use
of Coravin allows for delights like old Barolo and Brunello di
Montalcino to be poured. If you want some direction, the
sommelier’s selection upfront is a stunning subset of cellared
treats. Though it is the main list which is thoroughly
impressive, with its speciality being the wines of Italy in all
their glory. The prestige wines of France are also featured, and
there is a moderate set from the rest of the world to delight new
world fans.

Wine List of the Year - Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan
Sommelier of the Year - Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan
– Han Yew Kong
Best Wine List - Macau
Best Hotel Restaurant List
While this has always been an impressive list, it has grown in
size and complexity under the watchful eye of experienced
sommelier Jonathan Morán. The restaurant has long been
renowned for its excellent selection of Italian wines, though the
recent additions launch it into the stratosphere. The Barolo
selection is mind-blowing, not to mention the superb range of
Brunello di Montalcino, the shimmering set of Super-Tuscans
and the contemporary selection from Sicily. There's been a
significant expansion of the French category, with the listings
of Champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux genuinely outstanding.
Add to the mix an excellent set of spirits, impressive wines-bythe-glass, a large number of half bottles and magnums, and
what you have is a world-class, sophisticated list that will
satisfy the most discerning wine connoisseur.

AMELIA HONG KONG 🍷🍷

ANGELINI, KOWLOON SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷🍷

Shop OT G63, Ground Floor, Ocean Terminal, 3-27 Canton
Rd, Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong (and SAR) 999077
+852 - 37051983
https://www.facebook.com/ameliahongkong/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Choi Shing Fung (Calvin)
Wine on list: 235 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 50 - 390 HKD
Amelia in Hong Kong is where you want to be. Hip and
leaning towards the natural, this list has a wild selection of
well chosen producers that span most major winegrowing
areas. This list is the opportunity to explore and discover - you
will not be disappointed. There's a great sherry selection by
the glass, the Coravin system should you want something a bit
older and a bit finer, there's a broad selection of older vintages
available by the bottle, and we haven't even started listing the
specific producers yet... This is a thoughtful, cleverly curated
list that does not only satisfy the wine drinkers... the range of
spirits, cocktails and non-alcoholic beverages is extensive to
say the least. Excellent.

64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR)
2733 8750
http://www.shangrila.com/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/dining/restaurants/angelini
/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 300 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 130 - 950 HKD
Angelini is part of the Shangri-La restaurant group, so
immediately expectations rise. The emphasis is on the big
names of the Italian wine scene and the wines that got them
there. Classic styles and back vintages are key, and while the
rest of the world is covered lightly this list is Italian at heart.
Few diners will be able to tear themselves away from the
selection of wines by the glass and, in particular, the gems to
be found in the Coravin Private Cellar including Ornellaia,
Sassicaia and Solaia.

ANTIQUE DOOR (THE), GRAND HYATT
HANGZHOU 🍷
扉酒吧

APOLLO 🍷

28 HuBin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310016
86 571 87791234
http://grandhyatthangzhou.com
Cuisine: Bar Food
Wine list by Kita Chan
Wine on list: 136 (79 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 708 RMB
For those who like the finer things in life; a bar that serves only
Champagne and high end spirits is surely your speed. While
this list is limited in its breadth of styles, it dives deep into
Champagne, and even deeper into spirits. The packages on the
menu are an interesting twist: titled 'Vintage', 'Unique', 'Rare'
and 'Purity'. 'Rare' will deliver you two bottles of Dom
Perignon 2009, a fruit platter, spicy chicken wings and two
bottles of Voss mineral water.... an oddly attractive
combination if we do say so.

201 Anfu Lu (near Wulumuqi Lu)<br/>, shanghai, 200040
54040998
http://www.apollo201.com.cn/apollo/
Cuisine: Spanish
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 52 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 55 - 85 RMB
A modest wine list where the main attraction is dozens of direct
imported wines from around the world. The theme is Spanish
but, really, this is world listing of small, interesting producers
from Spain but also Italy, Germany, France, Argentina, Chile,
Australia and New Zealand. A cherry-picked bunch that
includes the odd biodynamic and "natural" wine.

APRON (THE), GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷
Galaxy Macau, G/F, G108, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/the-apron/
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Shirley Tan
Wine on list: 42 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 200 MOP
An oyster bar and grill within the Galaxy Macau complex, The
Apron succeeds across the board in providing a genuinely
interesting and fresh wine list of the world in just 42 wines. It
packs in alot of grape varieties, styles and regional strengths
whether it's a grower Champagne, a top New Zealand
sauvignon blanc or Californian zinfandel. And when in doubt
use the handy guide to style.

AUX BEAUX ARTS, MGM MACAU 🍷🍷🍷
宝雅座
Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Nape, Macau (and SAR) 999078
853
https://www.mgm.mo/zh-hans/macau
Cuisine: French
Wine list by David Chang
Wine on list: 1600 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 180 MOP
A compelling list which begins with impressive champagnes but
offers great wines from all regions of the world, including
Australia, the United States and New Zealand. China itself is
not neglected, but it is Bordeaux and Burgundy which really
shine. Rarely does one encounter a collection of aged wines to
match this list.

ATMOSPHERE, CHINA WORLD SUMMIT
WING 🍷
云酷酒吧
No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing , Beijing 100004
1065052299
https://www.shangri-la.com/beijing/chinaworldsummitwing/
Cuisine: Bar
Wine list by Bruce Li
Wine on list: 21 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 110 - 260 RMB

Best Cocktail List
Wine is largely an afterthought here, for those who are
interested. Others will no doubt enjoy an amazing selection of
mindboggling cocktails or the collection of spirits which is
world class. Whiskies from around the globe are the undoubted
highlight of this extensive list.

AZUR, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷
聚餐厅
29 Zizhuyuan Road, Haidian District, Beijing 100089
010-88826727
http://www.shangrila.com/beijing/shangrila/dining/restaurants/azur/
Cuisine: Authentic and Creative French Riviera
Wine list by Fred Liu
Wine on list: 238 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 268 RMB
This is a comprehensive international collection of wines with
the highlight being a stunning range of DRC and other
superstars from Burgundy and Bordeaux. There's plenty to
choose from Italy, Spain, the USA, South America and
Australasia. A interesting selection of Chinese wines, too.

BAIYULAN, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL
SHANGHAI 🍷

BAM BOU, CONRAD TIANJIN 🍷
竹影

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200020
86 21 6415 1111
http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com/Pages/en/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 140 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 125 RMB
Baiyulan offers insight into the matching of Chinese cuisine
with Western wines, seeking those in the aromatic spectrum as
well as light and medium-bodied. The list reaches out globally
incorporating a sweeping selection from North and South
America, Australasia and Europe. It also goes in search of
local Chinese wines together with spirits and liquors.

No. 46 Tianta Road, Nankai District, Tianjin, 300110
022-58886666
http://conrad.hilton.com.cn/zh-cn/hotel/tianjin/conrad-tianjinTSNTNCI/index.html
Cuisine: South East Asian
Wine list by Rano Shi
Wine on list: 100 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 68 - 298 RMB
This list of only 100 wines offers plenty of choice among its
budget-priced choices as well as the superstars of the wine
world that are also available. A reasonably-sized list by the
glass sets the scene. Many will find what they are looking for in
the groupings such as 'Biodynamic & Organic Selection',
'Prestige Selection' or 'Celebratory Section'. Otherwise, take a
trip around the world of wine to find something that suits your
mood.

BOR EATERY 🍷

BRASSERIE , THE PARISIAN MACAO 🍷🍷
巴黎人法式餐廳

2F 322 Anfu Lu , Shanghai, 200040
2162667909
http://www.boreatery.com.cn/boreatery/
Cuisine: Nordic
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 79 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 55 - 125 RMB
This small list specialises in offering its customers good value
for money from a collection that covers many parts of the
world. It is up to the minute; offering natural and skin contact
wines, as well as quality from up and coming producers in
many parts of the world. Something for everyone including
interesting spirits, beers and cocktails.

Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
+853 8111 9200
https://www.parisianmacao.com/macaurestaurants/brasserie.html
Cuisine: French Traditional
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 423 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 198 MOP
The restaurants at The Parisian Macao, La Chine and
Brasserie and Lotus Palace, present their diners with a Frenchfocused international wine list. The list's strength is in the
classic regions of Bordeaux and Burgundy with a good number
of high-end wines. If looking for Italian wines with age, there
are many options from Piedmont and Tuscany. There is a good
spread from the new world, including many aged Napa Valley
reds. To round out the list, there is a good selection of spirits,
including quality single malts.

BRIDGE (THE) 🍷🍷
廊桥

C HOUSE (THE) 🍷🍷

The Bridge is exciting for a number of reasons: it executes fine
dining with class, it has a great selection of domestic Chinese
wines (with maps and tasting notes to boot) and the
international selection of wines from around the world show
restraint, discernment and intelligence on the part of the
sommelier. A tight/small selection of spirits and beers to
choose from, the Baiju lineup is a highlight.

Level 5, No. 88 Yuanmingyuan Rd, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200000
53088332
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d16868088-Reviews-The_C_House-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Steak and Seafood
Wine list by Simon Hong
Wine on list: 90 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 180 RMB
Two years old and super confident in its delivery, The C House,
brings out the big guns of the wine world - Heitz Cellars,
Shramsberg, Gaja, Jolivet, Josmeyer, etc, and top producers
from Bordeaux and Piedmont and around the world - to help
stake some serious credentials. And it's all done in just 90
wines. The list is a tale in two halves; the first is approachable
and drink now, the second is for Fine & Rare beauties. And for
those who wish to discover some of the emerging stars of the
Chinese wine industry, they're there, too.

CAFÉ DE PARIS MONTE-CARLO, GALAXY
MACAU 🍷

CAFÉ GRAY DELUXE, THE MIDDLE HOUSE
🍷🍷🍷

Galaxy Macau, G/F, G003, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/cafe-deparis/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Sean Chen
Wine on list: 21 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 75 - 175 MOP
A succinct yet well-chosen spread that includes many different
styles from all over France. Enjoy Champagne, Alsation
riesling, Vouvray, Burgundies and a selection from the Rhone
and Bordeaux. The wines have been carefully considered, and
the focus is on organic, biodynamic and natural wines.

366 Shi Men Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041
+86 21 3216 8088
https://www.themiddlehousehotel.com
Cuisine: Contemporary European
Wine list by James Teng
Wine on list: 360 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 428 RMB
A sophisticated international wine list where attention to detail
shines through at every turn, whether it is in a detailed
exploration of Chinese wines, a walk through some of the most
exciting producers of France, or a quick dip into the wines of
Urguay, South Africa, Lebanon and the Americas. The second
half to this world-class listing takes you into the realm of
cocktails, spirits and is equally impressive, especially the
whisky selection.<br/>

No.66 Binjiang east road，Jinjiang district, Chengdu, Sichuan
610021
+86 84446888
http://www.thebridge.com.cn/
Cuisine: Modern Sichuan
Wine list by Yuna Pan / John Ren
Wine on list: 93 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 598 RMB

Best Listing of Chinese Wines

CALYPSO, SHANGHAI JINGAN SHANGRI-LA CANGYUE, HYATT REGENCY BEIJING
HOTEL 🍷🍷
WANGJING 🍷🍷
地中海餐厅
藏悦中餐厅
1218 Middle Yan’an Road<br/>Jing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020
+86 21 22038888
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/calypso/
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Fengyuan Wang
Wine on list: 550 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 70 - 160 RMB
A magnificent array of DRC might be the highlight, though
lovers of great spirits might argue for their incredibly extensive
list of those (plus cocktails), but there are many fabulous wines
and great producers littered throughout this list. Burgundy is
the star but so many wines to love here.

Lei Shing Hong Center, 8 Guangshun South Street<br/>,
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100102
(010)86301266
https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/hyatt-regencybeijing-wangjing/nayrw
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Ms. Hannah Liu
Wine on list: 181 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 125 RMB
This list opens with an utterly stunning collection of teas.
Thrilling stuff. A good offering of local liquors and solid array
by the glass. An ‘all bases covered’ list, France, especially the
traditional wines of Bordeaux, and Italy provide the highlights.
It is a list which treads familiar and comfortable paths.

CANTON DISCO, THE S HANGHAI EDITION
🍷🍷🍷

CAPITAL (THE), BEIJING HONG KONG
JOCKEY CLUB CLUBHOUSE 🍷🍷

199 Nanjing Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002
+86 21 5368 9999
http://edition-hotels.cn/shanghai/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Demi Lei / Skyler Qian
Wine on list: 322 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 598 RMB
Rhe focus at Canton Disco is on Chinese cuisine and a wine list
dedicated to exploring the best wine matches imaginable. It's a
broad ranging search and in an unusual departure each
country's wines, white and red, are listed side by side. One of
the strengths is the selection of top Chinese wines including
Grace, Legacy, Skyline of Gobi and the remarkable Ao Yun
from Yunnan. This magical world listing whets the appetite and
feeds the mind.

京华阁
No. 68 Jinbao Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100005
86 10 5911 8888
https://www.beijingclubhouse.com/en-US/index.aspx
Cuisine: Chinese and Western Private
Wine list by Captain Wang
Wine on list: 240 (240 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 280 RMB
As a Club restaurant, the Capital is able to extend the privilege
to its members to be able to choose any wine from the list and
have it by the glass. So, there's no by the glass list. There is a
fabulous array of cocktails and spirits (including Chinese
liquor). The key to the Capital's success is the treasure trove of
aged reds at reasonable prices. Some may want younger whites
than those on the list but overall, it's a mouthwatering
selection.<br/><br/><br/><br/><br/><br/><br/><br/>

CASA DON ALFONSO, GRAND LISBOA
HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷
當奧豐素1890意式料理
3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel,<br/>Avenida de Lisboa, Macau,
Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8803 7722
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/casadon-alfonso
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17000 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 160 - 490 MOP
Robuchon au Dôme and Casa Don Alfonzo, at the Grand Hotel
Lisboa in Macau, have access to the 17000 strong cellar that is
under the custodianship of acclaimed wine director Paul Lo.
The listing is nothing short of phenomenal, and it includes
some of the rarest wines in the world. You'll find old vintages of
prestige Champagne, outstanding Burgundies (there are thirtyfive pages of white Burgundy alone and almost double that for
red), century-old Vouvray, an extraordinary collection of
Alsation white and a mind-blowing collection of German
riesling with almost 200 pages of wines. Red Bordeaux is
breathtaking, and the collection of American reds has depth
like no other list. Italy and Spain are similarly impressive, as is
the set of dessert wines, particularly the vertical of Château
d'Yquem. If you love old wine, this place is sheer bliss.

CATCH, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷
佰鲜汇
5 Zhujiang West Road, Pearl River New City, Tanhe District,
Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623
+86 20 88833300
https://www.fourseasons.com/guangzhou/dining/restaurants/cat
ch/
Cuisine: Western Seafood and Grill
Wine list by Lucas Hall / Harry He
Wine on list: 304 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 98 - 1688 RMB
It is evident from the excellent wines-by-the-glass to the
extensive main list that wine is taken very seriously at Catch. It
is a truly global spread so you can immerse yourself in the
classics or try something unusual like a tannat from Uruguay
or koshu from Japan. Respectable producers are dotted
throughout the list. Enjoy quality Australian wines from Moss
Wood, Xanadu and Vasse Felix, or Felton Road and Craggy
Range from New Zealand. There is an impressive selection
from Italy and France.

CENTRO , KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING 🍷🍷
炫酷

CHAR BAR & GRILL BEIJING,
INTERCONTINENTAL BEIJING SANLITUN 🍷

No 1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
(86 10) 8565 2389
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/beijing/kerry/
Cuisine: International
Wine list by Jacobs Zhang
Wine on list: 231 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 88 - 228 RMB
This is an impressive bar list with sumptuous cocktails, heaps
of spirits to delight patrons and a wine list that is extensive and
most satisfying for those hoping for quality wines at affordable
prices. The selection will hold no surprises for those familiar
with the Shangri-la's master list. There's plenty of well-known
labels from all parts of the world.

恰餐厅与酒廊
3F, No.1 South Sanlitun Road<br/>, Beijing, 100027
+86 10 8516 0065
https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/beijing/pegh
e/hoteldetail
Cuisine: International Steakhouse
Wine list by Vince Chen
Wine on list: 167 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 118 RMB
Look out over the vibrant entertainment precinct of Sanlitun in
this classy steak house inside the Intercontinental Hotel. There
are plenty of delicious wines to pair with your full blue wagyu
or your grass-fed tenderloin, particularly from Spain, Italy and
France. The list presents a global snapshot of relevant and
respected styles. The new world selection has good variety, and
it is fabulous to see a number of wines from China.

CHATEAU DIONNE 🍷
486 Jianguo West Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200030
021-64338806
http://www.denisewines.com.cn/index.aspx
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Daniel Jiang
Wine on list: 139 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 48 - 138 RMB
Canton Table opened this year featuring an ambitious wine list
with a strong French focus. The Champagne listing with
multiple entries from quality producers is especially
noteworthy, as is the extraordinary vertical of 21 Bordeaux
First Growths from the 2012 vintage. A rest of the world
selection brings up the rear. Whisky lovers, too, are in for a
treat here.

CHINA GRILL, PARK HYATT BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷
北京亮
2 Jianguomenwai Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100022
86 10 8567 1098
http://www.parkhyattbeijing.com
Cuisine: International
Wine list by Meiyu Li/Felix Xie/Toby Jiang/Lily Jing
Wine on list: 365 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 120 - 3960 RMB
China Grill's exploration of the world of wine has both breadth
and depth. Not only are many of the world's finest featured but
there's an excellent range from which you can choose. France
and Italy are featured and yet Spain, the USA, Australia and
South America are given good coverage. China, too. It's an
excellent by the glass list with Coravin adding substance to the
offerings.

CHIADO, LONDONER MACAU 🍷
希雅度
Level 2, Estrada do lstmo. s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
(853) 8113 8988
https://www.sandscotaicentral.com/restaurants/western/chiado.
html
Cuisine: Contemporary Portuguese
Wine list by Joao Chaves
Wine on list: 118 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 48 - 138 MOP
It is utterly fabulous to see a restaurant devoted to the food and
wine of Portugal. The wine list is a comprehensive journey
through the Portuguese wine regions, so it is an excellent
opportunity to try something new. Enjoy bright whites or
complex, rich reds made from touriga nacional and blends
thereof. If it all seems too overwhelming, put yourself in the
hands of the sommelier and indulge in the fabulous degustation
menu with its astute wine pairings. Be sure to indulge in at
least one glass of fortified as they are too good to be missed.

CHÚN, MGM COTAI 🍷🍷🍷
淳
Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Coloane-Taipa GM, Cotai,
Macau (and SAR) 853
+853 8806 2388
https://www.mgm.mo/zh-hant/cotai/dining/chun
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Ada Yao
Wine on list: 1194 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 250 MOP
Drawing from the MGM Cotai master wine list, this is an
impressive collection of wine. There is a magnificent selection
of prestige vintage Champagne, an extraordinary Burgundy
library and the depth of the Bordeaux collection is phenomenal.
The French collection includes many rare wines from iconic
vintages which will delight the most discerning wine expert.
There is also a good range from Portugal, Italy, Australia and
the United States. It is a list for true wine lovers.

COPA STEAKHOUSE, SANDS HOTEL
MACAU 🍷🍷🍷
Largo de Monte Carlo, No. 203, Macau, Macau (and SAR)
999078
+853 2888 3388
https://www.sandsmacao.com/
Cuisine: American Steakhouse
Wine list by Dennis Coronado
Wine on list: 374 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 128 MOP
Copa Steakhouse offers its diners an international wine list
with a broad selection of styles from most key wine countries of
the world, including a good choice by the glass. One of the
highlights is the large number of high-quality French reds,
particularly those from Bordeaux. There are plenty of wines
with age, so wine lovers can enjoy many wines at their peak.
There is also a quality selection of port and a good set of
Chinese spirits

COQUILLE SEAFOOD BISTRO 🍷🍷
壳里西餐厅
No.29, Mengzi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023
021-33768127
http://www.coquille.com.cn/zh/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by James Liu
Wine on list: 68 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 69 - 199 RMB
A French-styled seafood bistro with a wine list that sings the
praises of some of France's leading wine names. You know you
are in good hands when you see the likes of Lurton, Prieur,
Jaboulet, Louis Latour and Confuron. The styles are mostly
young, fresh and lively, well-suited to the seafood theme. A
small rest-of-the-world listing can also be found.

CUI RESTAURANT 🍷
翠玲珑

DAI YUET HEEN, THE RITZ-CARLTON,
NANJING 🍷🍷

No.699-1,Xiangnanli,South Wanxiang Road,High-tech District,
Chengdu, Sichuan 610041
028-86118888
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Sichuan and Fusion Western
Wine list by Charlene Qu
Wine on list: 201 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 258 RMB
Interestingly presented collection from around the globe. Top
producers are regularly featured – Vietti, Mouton, Leeuwin
Estate for example – as are grower champagnes. ‘By the Glass’
sees the use of Coravin. Bordeaux and Burgundy are
highlights, but for those willing to venture further, there are
many exciting options.

帝粤轩
No 18 Zhongshan Road, Xuanwu District, NANJING, Jiangsu
210018
+86.25.6978.8888
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/nanjing/dining/daiyuet-heen
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Edward Gao / Cindy Li
Wine on list: 330 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 198 RMB
Opened this year, Dai Yuet Heen offers an expansive quality
wine list in keeping with it being part of the Ritz-Carlton group.
It is French-driven in concept with a strong Bordeaux and
Burgundy feel, but look deeper and there are some gems to be
found. And discoveries, too, like a serious dip into Chinese
wines from Shanxi, Xinjiang, Ningxia and Shandong. A list
well-suited suited to Cantonese cuisine, but price mark-ups
might surprise the unwary.

DINING ROOM GUANGZHOU , PARK HYATT DINING ROOM HANGZHOU, PARK HYATT
GUANGZHOU 🍷
HANGZHOU 🍷🍷
悦轩
悦轩（中餐厅）
16 Huaxia Road, Zhujiang New Town Tianhe District,
Guangzhou, Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623
+86 20 3769 1234
http://guangzhou.park.hyatt.com/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Lewis Yifan Liu
Wine on list: 102 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 138 RMB
Part of the Park Hyatt group, so expect a professional
approach with good international coverage, with Italy a
feature, across what is a tight 102-wine list. Top name
producers of quality are shown preference. The wines by the
glass selection is noted for its inclusion of wines from Jaboulet,
Ricasoli and Gaja. It's a tempting wine list that packs a lot into
a small list.

No. 1366 Qianjiang Road, Qianjiang New City, Jianggan
District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310000
0571-86961234
http://www.tangbohotel.cn/index.html
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Lucas Shi
Wine on list: 173 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 178 TWD
Care had been taken to source a full range of wine styles and
expressions from around the world to match the distinct
Chinese menu offered. Did they leave anything out? It's hard
to see where. From the top-tiered wines of the world, true
vinous icons from Bordeaux, Burgundy, Piedmont and
California through to more easy-drinking styles to be enjoyed
now, this list has it covered. It also offers a comprehensive
selection of spirits and cocktails.

DISTRICT EIGHT, CHRIS WOODYARD 🍷🍷

DOT X LITTLE UNIVERSE 🍷🍷🍷
小宇宙餐吧

rooftop of Elements shopping center<br/>1 austin road
<br/>west kowloon, Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong (and SAR)
+852 25377555
https://district8.com.hk/
Cuisine: French Bistro
Wine list by Chris Woodyard
Wine on list: 50 (34 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 75 - 175 HKD
This newly opened bistro brings a touch of Paris to Hong Kong
and is one of China's best small list. It's 34 wines by the glass
make it a great place to try some exciting new drops. Here
quality intersects with value with enough familiar tastes
alongside some gems from winemakers on the cutting edge
from France, Italy, Spain, Australia, South Africa and New
Zealand. An exemplary list.

No.167-B Southwest, Xinle Road, Xu, Shanghai 200031
8617317449252
http://www.ganlanhuabao.com/productinfo/60437.html
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Walter Liu
Wine on list: 308 (48 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 45 - 330 RMB

Best Wine List - Eastern China
An exciting addition to the Shanghai food and wine scene,
sommelier Walter Liu lights up his wine list with a truly
exciting selection of wines for the 21st Century. It reflects the
best of new global wine trends such as biodynamic, organic,
skin contact, low intervention wines, pet nats, etc, while fiercely
championing wines of terroir and individuality from small
producers around the world. Food and wine pairings are
suggested and the 35 wines under Coravin will astound. Walter
brings a breath of fresh air to his craft. This list sings.

DUKES, THE LANGHAM , SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷
爵廊

DYNASTY 8, CONRAD HOTEL MACAO 🍷🍷
朝

7888 Shennan Boulevard, Futian District, Shenzhen,
Guangdong 518040
86 (755) 8828 9888
https://www.langhamhotels.com/en/the-langham/shenzhen/
Cuisine: Tapas and grills
Wine list by Julia Zhu
Wine on list: 381 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 75 - 220 RMB
A mouthwatering menu has the wine list it deserves. This is
very much a list for the traditionalist. Classic champagnes from
the big names and a serious focus on Bordeaux. Plenty of
options from other regions but a fine collection from Bordeaux
dominates. Big names and plenty of offerings with maturity.

Level 1, Estrada do lstmo. s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
(853) 8113 8920
https://www.sandscotaicentral.com/restaurants/chinese/dynasty
-8.html
Cuisine: High-End Chinese
Wine list by Sammi Liu
Wine on list: 468 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 63 - 108 MOP
The beauty of a list such as this is that you can experience so
many different wine styles and origins in the one place. The
highlights are many, but the top-end wines from France are
particularly noteworthy. The list shows good complexity with
an excellent collection of Portuguese and Italian wines as well
as Port, Sherry and Chinese spirits. Vintage is an important
consideration when choosing.

EIGHT (THE), GRAND LISBOA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
8 餐廳

ELIXIR LOBBY BAR, ANANDI HOTEL 🍷
阿纳迪大堂吧

2/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel<br/>Avenida de Lisboa, Macau,
Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8803 7788
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/the-8
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17000 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 160 - 490 MOP

Best Listing of German Wines
A great wine list not only in the incredible number of wines
offered - 17,000 - but in the the quality, breadth and depth of its
coverage.<br/>Francophiles will be in heaven, while the
emphasis on German Riesling, in particular, is mind-boggling
and so suited to the restaurant's Chinese cuisine.<br/>The
wines by the glass listing reflects this philosophy beautifully
with Taittinger Comtes de Champagne '99, a J.J. Prum
Wehlener Sonnenuhr '15 Riesling Spätelese, Joseph Drouhin
'13 Puligny-Montrachet Burgundy amid a number of highlights.

No.7 LinHong Road, Changning District, Shanghai 210000
021-22279953
http://www.anadihotel.com/
Cuisine: Asian American Fusion
Wine list by Xiaokun Qin
Wine on list: 69 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 88 RMB
A wine list of contrasts from its Splurge Recommendations
which starts with a $19,800 Mouton Rothschild and Latour,
Chateau Musar, etc, through to some tasty commercial wines
that won't break the bank, Elixir has the wine world covered.
Combines New and Old World winemaking and styles well.

ENSUE 🍷🍷🍷

ERMAN'S KITCHEN 🍷

40F, 4088 Yitian Road, Futian District<br/>, Shenzhen,
Guangdong 518000
+86 18823437333
http://www.ensue-sz.com
Cuisine: New Napa
Wine list by Della Tang
Wine on list: 607 (37 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 108 - 2640 RMB

1st Floor P02, Fengshang Street, Nanfeng City, Hongqiao, No.
100, Zunyi Road, Shanghai, 200062
8662173688
https://www.diningcity.cn/en/shanghai/erman_039_s_kitchen?p
hone=62173688
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Carmen Lim
Wine on list: 100 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 48 - 80 RMB
Erman's Kitchen has stocked up on some tasty reds wines from
around the world that can easily go toe to toe with its
steakhouse food. Spain, France, Italy and Australia bring a
wealth of flavours and styles to the table. It's not a large list but
it does cover a lot of territory. Start with the comprehensive
selection of spirits and cocktails.

Wine List of the Year - Mainland China
Sommelier of the Year - Mainland China - Dell Tang
Best Wine List - Southern China
Best Independent Restaurant
Best New List
The wow factor looms large here. There is so much to enjoy
with opportunities aplenty to taste the top iconic wines of the
world by the glass, names like Vega Sicilia, Krug, Coche-Dury,
Gaja, Armand Rousseau. Many will linger long over the
fantastic wines by the glass selections. The restaurant
specialises in new wave Napa food, and the wines offer a
stunning masterclass into modern Napa styles and producers.
Outside the US, the rest of the world opens up, Champagne and
Burgundy play starring roles. For those after something more
playful, head to the Alcove cocktail and spirit list.

EXQUISITE BOCUSE HANG LUNG PLAZA
🍷🍷
晶采轩(恒隆广场店)
Hang Lung Plaza 4-5th floor, No.1266 West Nanjing Rd,
Shanghai, 200000
862162457739
http://jingcaixuan.cn/index.html
Cuisine: Classic Cantonese
Wine list by Weijie Shi (Jay)
Wine on list: 161 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 395 RMB
A relatively new addition to the Shanghai food and wine scene
and it immediately makes a statement. Unusually, this list is
grouped along themes such as Danube & Rhine & Their
Tribes, Red Burgundy & Its Colonies and Bordeaux & Its
Glorious Blends, etc. Europe is the benchmark and the rest of
the world follows with quality examples from both worlds. Ths
list hits it all off with a superb wines by the glass collection
including Pichon Longueville La Comtesse, Sassicaia, A.F.
Gros and Leflaive and more.

EXQUISITE BOCUSE RUIOUDIAN 🍷🍷
晶采轩(芮欧百货店)
Reel Department 3-4 floor, No.1601 West Nanjing Rd,
Shanghai, 200040
86-21-66315757
http://jingcaixuan.cn/index.html
Cuisine: Classic Cantonese
Wine list by Weijie Shi (Jay)
Wine on list: 171 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 395 RMB
In essence, this list shares a great similarity with its sister
restaurant Hang Lung in its celebration of the great grape
varieties of the world, and in its unusual presentation
embracing varietal themes such as Danube & Rhine & Their
Tribes, Red Burgundy & Its Colonies. Wines under each theme
are premium expressions from both the Old and New Worlds,
many are iconic. This list differs only in that that it celebrates
Chinese Rising Stars with 11 wines from three leading regions.

F. BISTRO (THE) 🍷🍷🍷
法国小酒馆
1 Yundang Rd., 124 - Siming District, Xiamen, Fujian 361000
0592-2281102
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: French Bistro
Wine list by WenFeng Zhang
Wine on list: 443 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 350 RMB
A whopper of a list which is presented by producer rather than
the usual variety or region. Plenty of great names – Coche
Dury, Didier Dagueneau, Vega Sicilia, Biondi Santi, Rockford,
Rayas and so many more. Wines by the glass from Coravin.
One can’t fail to find plenty of wines to love.

FIFTY 8⁰ GRILL, MANDARIN ORIENTAL
PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷
58度扒房
111 South Pudong Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 200000
20829938
http://www.mandarinoriental.com.cn/
Cuisine: Steak House
Wine list by John Zhu
Wine on list: 377 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 680 RMB
A thorough wine list with the world at its feet but its heart is all
French with Burgundy and Bordeaux dealt with in the greatest
detail. It's great to see the emerging Chinese wine industry on
show with some excellent wines to try. Also, the spotlight is on
biodynamic wines, too, so search for the BIO denotation. A
smooth all-rounder of a wine list with much to recommend.
Finish with a whisky from the extensive collection.

FG WINE HOUSE 🍷🍷
福广私宴
Wan Hang Du Road No.282, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200042
862152996717
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Fu Jian and Cantonese
Wine list by Johnson Jia
Wine on list: 280 (22 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 260 RMB
Newly opened, F. G. Wine House heads straight to the top shelf
and France with its wine list, heartily embracing Burgundy and
Bordeaux and all things French. Francophiles will enjoy its
depth and breadth and especially the collections from leading
Burgundy wine houses, and the 2008 vintage wines from
acrross Bordeaux crus. Wines by the glass offer some
exceptional drinking.

FIVE ZEN5ES, THE WESTIN PAZHOU 🍷
中国元素餐厅
No 681，Fengpu Middle Rd，Haizhu District, Guangzhou,
Guangdong 510220
020-89181818
https://www.marriott.com.au/hotels/travel/canwi-the-westinpazhou/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Alina Lei
Wine on list: 87 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 108 - 168 RMB
A basic global wine list that presents well-priced, well-known
brands from around the world. Think Penfolds, Beringer,
Kendall Jackson, Banfi, Torres, etc. Take time to delve deeper
and there are some gems to be discovered.

FLAMINGOES 🍷
火烈鸟餐厅
No. 49 Shuguang Lu, Xihu District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
310000
0571-87697979
https://www.diningcity.cn/en/hangzhou/flamingoes
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Eddy Shi
Wine on list: 156 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 48 - 88 RMB
Flamingoes has a tight little wine list that traverses most
corners of this great winegrowing globe, featuring the biggest
names in Burgundy and Bordeaux, alongside some lesser
known but wildly exciting producers such as Jean Foillard,
Roches Neuves, Grosset, Dr Mayer and more. There are also
some Chinese wines on the list, which we were delighted to see.
The offering by the glass features mainly 'value' wines, the real
gems are waiting on the main list beyond.

FOOK LAM MOON, GALAXY MACAU
🍷🍷🍷
Galaxy Macau, 2/F, 2008, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/fook-lammoon/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Fiona Fu
Wine on list: 534 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 55 - 200 MOP
Much to love in this well-crafted list which presents a curated
selection of the world’s greatest wines. High-end Bordeaux is a
definite highlight, though the selection of wines from the new
world is also impressive. The wines-by-the-glass offers a
thoughtful, quality and satisfying selection. There is also a
small, well-chosen set from Burgundy and Piedmont. A good
selection of spirits complements the list, including an
impressive collection from China. The fine Chinese tea menu
will delight.

FLYING CATCH (THE), SHANGRI-LA
HOTEL, QINGDAO 🍷🍷
鱼跃地中海餐厅
No.9 Xianggang Middle Road, Qingdao, Shandong 266071
86 532 83883838
http://www.shangrila.com/qingdao/shangrila/dining/restaurants/the-flying-catch/
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Jennifer Yu
Wine on list: 114 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 78 - 168 RMB
The Flying Catch offers a small, yet carefully-considered
international list that offers good quality at modest prices on its
list by the glass. The wine list is noticeable for its breadth - its
coverage around the globe will encourage customers to explore
new areas such as South Africa, Argentina, Chile and China.
There is reasonable depth in countries like France to satisfy
most.

FORTY 8, PARK HYATT HANGZHOU 🍷🍷
潮餐厅&酒吧
No. 1366 Qianjiang Road, Qianjiang New City, Jianggan
District<br/>, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310000
0571-86961234
http://www.tangbohotel.cn/index.html
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Lucas Shi
Wine on list: 173 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 178 RMB
Here is a sophisticated, carefully crafted list with a myriad of
quality wine. The fine Bordeaux and Burgundy collections are
hard to go past, and devotees of these regions will find many
top wines. The strength of the selection is in the many different
styles and origins, which complement the wide range of food on
offer, and wines are arranged by grape variety which makes it
easy to choose something new. There are plenty of luscious and
concentrated reds from Australia and California that will pair
well with the high-quality meat from the grill.

FRASCA, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷
366 Shi Men Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041
+86 21 3216 8168
https://www.themiddlehousehotel.com
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by James Teng
Wine on list: 130 (27 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 80 - 540 RMB
A fine list devoted to Italian wines that presents a wide view of
the wine industry from the rise of the cult "natural" and low
intervention makers such as Gravner and Radikon, and then
way out on the other side, the great producers of classic, iconic
styles like Gaja, Quintarelli, Pio Cesare, Antinori, etc. The
rising stars of Southern Italy and Sicily are definitely worth a
look. Fine Wines By The Glass also offers a dip into the deep
end of Italy's super premium makers for a fair price.

G RESTAURANT AND BAR, GRAND HYATT
GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷
G餐厅及酒吧
12 Zhujiang West Road, Zhujiang New Town, Guangzhou,
Guangdong 510000
20-83961234
https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/grand-hyattguangzhou/guagh
Cuisine: International
Wine list by Barry Chen
Wine on list: 183 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 170 RMB

Best Beer List
While pride of place is given to a number of first class
Bordeaux from classic vintages, there is much more here. Fine
supporting cast from around the global planet and local
offerings as well. Very solid selection of ‘by the glass’ offerings
and a brilliant array of spirits.

FU RONG 🍷🍷
芙蓉无双
First floor of Westin Hotel, 9C Financial Street, Xicheng
District, Beijing, China, Beijing, 100140
010-66007175
http://www.xinrongji.cc
Cuisine: Hunan Cuisine
Wine list by Meiyu Li / Daniel Yang
Wine on list: 91 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 59 - 99 RMB
A list which has plenty of big game for the hunters and others
deserving of love and attention. Most intriguing is the category
of ‘umami’ wines. A collection of Moutai, rarely matched,
rounds things out. Some delightful surprises – the Caillard
Mataro, for example. Sits comfortably with names like
Sassicaia, Rousseau, Margaux and others.

GEORG (THE) 🍷🍷
No.1 Jade River, 45 Dongbuyaqiao Hutong, Dianmen East St,
Dongcheng District, Beijing 100009
+86 10 84085300
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Nordic
Wine list by Ida Su
Wine on list: 164 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 358 RMB
A no nonsense list, which might appear short but is jampacked
with some seriously appealing wines. Stars like Latour 1995
and Rousseau Clos St Jacques 2002 are among many and there
are plenty of wines suitable for every-day drinking as well. The
list is strongly French focused, especially Burgundy, but there
is plenty of support.

GLI AZZURRI 🍷

GOLDEN COURT, SANDS MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

Unit 33, No. 48 Renmin South Road, Chengdu, Sichuan
610041
028-85550044
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Daniel Deng
Wine on list: 82 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$
By the glass: 50 - 75 RMB
Gli Azzurri in Chengdu starts off with an extensive offerings of
spirits, beers and cocktails. As the selection moves into wine, it
becomes clear that the Italian cuisine is complemented by a
decent array of Italian wines. The producers featured are not
just limited to Italy, and are in the main, small to medium sized
wineries with appearances from some of the greats from
Bordeaux, Burgundy and beyond. A compelling list.

Largo de Monte Carlo, No. 203, Macau, Macau (and SAR)
999058
+853 2888 3388
https://www.sandsmacao.com/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Anderson Peng
Wine on list: 374 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 128 MOP
Wine is taken seriously at Garden Court, and because of this,
the quality of the offering is high. It is the extra details which
set this list aside from so many others, for example, all the
wines in the by-the-glass program are served from the
enomatic, ensuring freshness and correct serving temperature.
There is also a good selection of bright, fresh wines as well as
wines with age. It is an international list, with an excellent
selection of premium white wine. Though, one of the real
highlights is the large number of high-quality French reds,
particularly those from Bordeaux. Another strength is the
quality selection of port and a lengthy set of Chinese spirits.
Diners can select wine from this list with confidence.

GOSTO , GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

GRAND BUFFET (THE) 🍷🍷
自助山

Galaxy Macau, G/F, G011, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/gosto/
Cuisine: Western, Portugese, Macanese
Wine list by Julia Guo
Wine on list: 1148 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 80 - 370 MOP
Being part of the Galaxy chain allows this restaurant to dive
into the extensive wine resources of the group. The wine list at
Gosto, mirrored by that at Terrazza and Pak Loh Chiu Chow,
has increased in size to almost 1200 wines, and within the
pages lie an international selection of labels with strengths in
the new world as well as classic European regions. As well as
the big names, well-chosen smaller producers add depth and
interest. There is an exciting selection by the glass, and there’s
also an impressive number of half bottles and magnums,
particularly from Bordeaux.

62/F Hopewell Centre, 183 Queen’s Road East, Wan Chai,
Hong Kong (and SAR)
25060888
http://thegrandbuffet.hk
Cuisine: International Buffet
Wine list by Felix Ho
Wine on list: 350 (60 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 485 HKD
It is hard to go past the sixty high-quality wines available bythe-glass served via the enomatic. Enjoy top-quality
Burgundies and niche producers such as Joh. Jos Prüm by the
taste, half or full glass. By the bottle, you will have the world to
choose from, with glittering high-end first growths to Austrian
dessert wines. The classic regions of France are a highlight.

GRILL 58, MGM COTAI 🍷🍷🍷
盛焰
Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 853
85388062318
https://www.mgm.mo/en/cotai/dining/grill-58
Cuisine: Grill & Teppanyaki
Wine list by Andy Tam
Wine on list: 1194 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 320 MOP
1985 Sassicaia, 1961 Latour, 1990 Chave, 1990 Bonneau
Celestins, 2001 Soldera. Just a few of the gems on this
wonderfully extensive list. Not only is it chock full of great
names but usually verticals of them – a vertical of Cristal
anyone? Lists offering an array of mature champagnes are
rare; lists this good even more so.

GUI HUA LOU, PUDONG SHANGRI-LA
HOTEL 🍷🍷
桂花楼
33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong, Shanghai 200120
(86 21) 2828 6888
http://www.shangrila.com/cn/shanghai/pudongshangrila/dining/restaurants/guihua-lou/
Cuisine: Huaiyang, Shanghainese and Sichuanese
Wine list by Lewin Kong
Wine on list: 245 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 75 - 178 RMB
An exciting array of Moutai and Chinese liquors lead into a
selection of fine wines from around the world. ‘By the Glass’ is
a small collection but with some very appealing wines. The
offering of a wonderful set of DRC wines will delight lovers of
great Burgundy. An exciting selection of Chinese teas as well.

GRILL 79, CHINA WORLD SUMMIT WING
🍷🍷🍷
国贸79
No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing , Beijing 100004
1065052299
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/chinaworldsummitwing/
Cuisine: Grill
Wine list by Bruce Li
Wine on list: 779 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 260 RMB
This is an outstanding list with a fabulous Champagne section,
impressive collection of Chinese wines, breadth and depth in
the selection of French wines including a stunning array of
superstars; the USA, Germany and Australia are wellrepresented as are Italian and Spanish reds. There's more from
many parts of the globe. Cocktails, aperitif, digestifs and other
spirits abound.

HAI WEI GUAN 🍷
海味观新海派菜
18 Kangding Road, Shanghai, 2000040
+86-021-62569956
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d3391445-Reviews-Fan_Shun_HaiWei_Guan-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Shanghainese
Wine list by Johnny Guo
Wine on list: 45 (2 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 58 RMB
A modest wine list that works hard in presenting grape
varieties and wine styles suited to the spiciness and traditional
ingredients such as rice wine and rice vinegar in Shanghai
cooking. It looks to regions such as the Loire, Alsace and
others for whites and Chianti, Chile and its own Ningxia
province for reds. Gets the mix right.

HENKES 🍷
Reel Shanghai Department Store<br/>1E, 1601 Nanjing Xi Lu
( near Changde Lu), Shanghai, 200040
32530889
http://www.henkes.com.cn/henkes/
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 99 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 90 RMB
A list that manages to fit quite a lot of choice in such a small
99-wine selection. And so many are suited both in style and
price to Henkes' relaxed pizza and cafe-style food and setting.
Top points for providing wines by the glass and half bottle. Top
points, too, for searching far and wide from Australia and New
Zealand to North and South America and Europe, even Japan,
for a range of wines, many young and fresh and vibrant.

HORIZON (THE), KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷
海天阁中餐厅
No 1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
(86 10) 8565 2188
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/beijing/kerry/
Cuisine: Cantonese & Local
Wine list by Jacobs Zhang
Wine on list: 263 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 99 - 233 RMB
Well presented list which starts with a serious offering of
various teas. ‘By the Glass’ travels widely and represents
value. Good representation from the New World but it is
traditional wines which star. France and Italy most notably.
The collection of DRC back into the 70s is most impressive.

HIYA, THE SHANGHAI EDITION HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
199 Nanjing Road East, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002
021-5368 9999
https://www.editionhotels.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Skyler Qian / Sierra Zhang
Wine on list: 460 (32 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 80 - 3000 RMB
Hiya at the Shanghai Edition Hotel boasts an immaculate list,
packed to the rafters with exciting premium wines from around
the world. As an additional offering, Hiya utilises the Coravin
system, meaning the wines by the glass is a significantly
expanded selection - including some of the world's great estate
in a choice of 75ml or 150ml pours. There is a brilliant sake
list and the wine list generally reflects a fine balance between
new and cutting edge producers who sit on the front of the
wave of 'cool', and the established houses around the world
that have made great wine what it is. Hiya is a venue to
actively seek out, for all of us who love great wine and sake.

HOUSE OF ROOSEVELT (THE) 🍷🍷🍷
罗斯福色戒餐厅
No.27 Zhongshandongyi Lu,Huangpu District, Shanghai,
200001
+86-21-23220800
http://27bund.com/
Cuisine: Western Style
Wine list by Zuo Xumian
Wine on list: 984 (36 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 72 - 178 RMB

Best Listing of New Zealand Wines
House of Roosevelt is in our Hall of Fame and with very good
reason. It offers a world-class wine list of depth and breadth
but also something different with a number of wine
collaborations in France and Italy, led by some top
Champagnes. It is expected that the classic regions and wines
will shine, notably Champagne, Burgundy, Bordeaux, Tuscany,
etc, but it is in the attention to detail that the list can surprise
with wines from Canada, Brazil, South Africa and New Zealand
to mention a few.

HUE DINING, HONG KONG MUSEUM OF
ART 🍷🍷🍷

IL RISTORANTE NIKO ROMITO BEIJING,
BULGARI HOTEL BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷

1st floor, 10 salisbury Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong (and
SAR) +852 35005888
https://huedining.com.hk/
Cuisine: Modern Australian
Wine list by Chris Woodyard
Wine on list: 100 (67 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 95 - 300 HKD
Set on the Harbourfront in the building that houses the Hong
Kong Museum of Art, this restaurant is every bit as impressive
as you'd hope it would be. Its list of 100 wines features a
staggering 67 by the glass and focusing on wines grown and
made according to sustainable principles. The vignerons take
in established superstar producers like La Mission Haut-Brion,
Lynch Bages, Hill of Grace and Dopff, as well as the new
generation of cutting edge vignerons such as Luke Lambert,
GD Vajra, Murdoch Hill, Jean-Luc Colombo and Mac Forbes.
This is a great place to sample a range of new and exciting
wines, thoughtfully chosen and ordered.

Building 2 Courtyard, No 8 Xinyuan South Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100000
010-85558585
https://www.bulgarihotels.com/en_US/beijing/bar-andrestaurants/il-ristorante-niko-romito
Cuisine: Italian Contemporary
Wine list by Paul Cui
Wine on list: 343 (28 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 140 - 1035 RMB

IL RISTORANTE NIKO ROMITO SHANGHAI,
BULGARI HOTEL S HANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷

IMPERIAL COURT MGM MACAU, MGM
MACAU 🍷🍷🍷
金殿堂

No.33 North Henan Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200085
021-36067788
https://www.bulgarihotels.com/en_US/shanghai
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Demi Lei / Luna Zhong
Wine on list: 341 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 150 - 1200 RMB
The impressive Italian selection here covers all of the country's
regions and the different varietals it offers. While its greatest
strength is its diversity, it does have depth with some of the
country's best wines. There's a decent international selection to
tempt, especially with its range of champagne. Good range of
Chinese wines, too.

Best Wine List - Northern China
This exceptional list offers an admirable complement to the
food of Niko Romito: a kaleidoscope of Italian wines to dazzle.
Highlights include the collection of Gaja and Super Tuscans
but the breadth and depth of the selection of Italian wines is the
list's greatest strength. Wines by the glass are significantly
improved by Coravin, while the international scope of the list
is admirable. Good selection of Chinese wines.

Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Nape, Macau (and SAR) 999078
(853) 8802 8888
https://www.mgm.mo/zh-hans/macau
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by David Chang
Wine on list: 1600 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 180 MOP
A compelling list which begins with impressive champagnes but
offers great wines from all regions of the world, including
Australia, the United States and New Zealand. China itself is
not neglected, but it is Bordeaux and Burgundy which really
shine. Rarely does one encounter a collection of aged wines to
match this list.

JADE ON 36, PUDONG SHANGRI-LA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
翡翠36餐厅

JASPER MORRIS INSIDE BURGUNDY WINE
BAR 🍷🍷🍷
寻酿集团附属零售体验中心

33 Fu Cheng Lu, Shanghai, 200120
86 21 28286888
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/pudongshangrila/dining/bars-lounges/jade-on36-bar/
Cuisine: Modern French Fusion
Wine list by Lewin Kong
Wine on list: 655 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 500 RMB
A list focusing on varietals from around the world. France
takes pride of place but excellent selections from all other top
regions. There is also a welcome array of Chinese wines but
the highlight is a mouth watering cellar full of great DRC
Burgundies. A very fine, comprehensive wine list.

No. 113 Tai An Road, Changning District, Shanghai 200000
862152385488
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Western Food
Wine list by Jinting Liu
Wine on list: 561 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 58 - 2800 RMB
The name of this bar leaves one in no doubt as to the theme that
may await inside... the Jasper Morris Inside Burgundy bar is
Burgundy through and through. Named after the great
Burgundian-focused wine writer Jasper Morris and his book
'Inside Burgundy' this bar is unapologetic. There are few
places in the world that offer Domaine Romanee Conti by the
glass, but they do here. The list beyond is divided
geographically by village, and works its way up and down the
Cote. If you are an oenophile of the Burgundian persuasuion,
then this bar is for you.

JE BEIJING 🍷

JEAN-GEORGES SHANGHAI, THREE ON
THE BUND 🍷🍷🍷

Building 16, No. 69 Fuxing Road, Haidian District, Beijing,
China, Beijing, 100036
010-68107788
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Beijing
Wine list by Meiyu Li / Daniel Yang
Wine on list: 65 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 35 - 58 RMB
A colourful approach to their wine list sets this place apart. A
mix of local offerings, cult names and the usual suspects,
selected from around the world. Well supported by spirits,
perhaps most notably those which are locally made. Well
crafted.

4F, No.3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 200002
+ 86 21 6321 7733
http://www.threeonthebund.com/dining.php?concept_id=1
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Fiona Huang
Wine on list: 988 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 790 RMB
An extensive list but not one which jammed with telephone
book-sized line-ups of endless vintages. Rather, they have been
selective. That works if done well and this is done really well.
Careful assessment of styles, wines and vintages is obvious.
Deftly presented and who doesn’t love a list with their favourite
champagne, the PJ Belle Epoque Bland des Blancs 2002? And
surprises like wines from the Canary Islands?

JI PIN COURT 🍷🍷
吉品轩
No.55 Wulumuqi South Road<br/>, Xuhui District, Shanghai
200031
021-64699969
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Stan Fang / Hason Hang
Wine on list: 510 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
A list that looks principally to France and Italy for inspiration
and goes high end, too. Luckily, amongst the stars and icons
there is balance with wines suited to everyone's wallet and
interests. Just don't expect to see any wines by the glass here.
Sadly, there are none.

JIN SHA , FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
HANGZHOU AT WEST LAKE杭州西子湖四
季酒店 🍷🍷🍷
金沙厅
5 Lingyin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013
+86 571 8829 8888
https://www.fourseasons.com/zh/hangzhou/
Cuisine: Traditional ZheJiang flavours
Wine list by Simon Li
Wine on list: 298 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 120 - 1460 RMB
The collection of mature wines, classics from great years, will
thrill winelovers. One would be hard-pressed to find a
collection of Champagne Salon like this outside the winery.
Although France features strongly, and is well supported from
other regions, Italy also stakes a claim. Do not miss the truly
brilliant selection of teas.

JIN XUAN, THE RITZ CARLTON SHANGHAI
PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷

JING BAR, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷
井酒吧

金轩

No.81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan
610021
+86 28 6636 9999
https://www.thetemplehousehotel.com/en/default
Cuisine: Bar
Wine list by Cassie Hu
Wine on list: 200 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 175 RMB

IFC 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong District, Shanghai
200120
20201768
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghaipudong/dining/jin-xuan
Cuisine: Classic Cantonese
Wine list by Ernest Ye
Wine on list: 345 (22 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 135 - 2100 RMB
Some truly thrilling drinking awaits the Coravin selection here,
well supported with the ‘by the glass’ offerings. A solid array of
fine whites from around the globe, but things really step up a
notch with some stunning Bordeaux. If that is not your thing,
you won’t have far to go to find a wonderful collection of top
reds from around the world.

Best Aperitif List
Best Digestif List
Best Cocktail List
In consecutive years, Jing Bar has China's Best Cocktail list,
an explosion of fun that leads off a fascinating wine list. There's
careful and imaginative choice about the list by the glass
encompassing all quarters of the globe. The Sommelier's
selection adds class to the offering available, while sections
such as 'The journey of discovery' offers something different;
'Terroir' invites an exploration of organic, biodynamic and
natural wines; 'Principle of Half-Sweetness offers a challenge
rarely encountered. Overall, it's a delightful exploration of the
world of wine.

JING DINING ROOM & BAR,
INTERCONTINENTAL CHONGQING 🍷
菁

JING JI ARISTOCRAT CUISINE BY THE
RONG 🍷🍷🍷
京季荣派官府菜

No. 2 Changjiang Binjiang Road, Yuzhong District, Chongqing
400010
+86 23 8988 8888
https://www.ihg.com.cn/intercontinental/hotels/gb/en/chongqin
g/chghb/hoteldetail
Cuisine: Cantonese & Sichuan
Wine list by Ming Liao
Wine on list: 192 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 88 - 138 RMB
Jing Dining Room and Bar at the Intercontinental Chongqing
is a truly international list, featuring a selection of some of th
best producers from Bordeaux, Burgundy and Champagne with
wines represented otherwise from a range of countries that
span the globe. Some very fancy wines if you are in the mood
to splurge, but some good value to be found here, too. To
finish, there is a selection of spirits and cocktails that will
satisfy the non-wine drinker. Impressive.

2nd Floor, The Ritz-Carlton Hotel, No. 83, Jianguo Road,
Huamao Center, Chaoyang District, Beijing, China, Beijing,
100025
010-59695698
http://www.xinrongji.cc
Cuisine: Beijing and Aristocrat
Wine list by Meiyu Li / Daniel Yang
Wine on list: 198 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 150 RMB
A superbly crafted list. Far from the most expansive collection
on offer but a list where one does feel that every wine has been
carefully considered before inclusion. Fantastic Burgundies
with a selection of DRC are well supported by top champagnes.
Vega Sicilia, Musar, Sassicaia, Biondi-Santi and much more.
An excellent array of sake, whisky and Chinese liquors round
out a fine, thoughtful wine list.

JING YAA TANG, THE OPPOSITE HOUSE
🍷🍷🍷
京雅堂

KITCHEN (THE), GRAND LISBOA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
大廚

Taikoo Li Sanlitun North, No. 11 Sanlitun Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100027
+86 10 6410 5230
https://www.theoppositehouse.com/en/default
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Ashley Gao
Wine on list: 120 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 220 RMB
A focus on matching their wines with the cuisine provides a
point of difference. Very obvious that the people who have
prepared this list conducted a thorough search for top quality
and interesting wines, although there are, of course, plenty of
the big names and usual suspects. Even an ABC section for
those so inclined.

3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel<br/>Avenida de Lisboa, Macau,
Macau (and SAR) 999078
85388037777
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/thekitchen
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Mr. Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17000 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 160 - 490 MOP
The best from Australia is very much to the forefront of this list.
The collection focuses on rare and highly regarded Aussie
wines, often from small cult makers. Many are represented with
verticals and there are even some of the extremely rare
Penfold's Special Bins. Accompanied by a very fine selection of
spirits.

KITCHEN TABLE S HANGHAI, W SHANGHAI LA CAVE, ABERDEEN MARINA CLUB
🍷🍷🍷
- THE BUND 🍷🍷
66 Lvshun Road, Shanghai, 200080
86 21 2286 9999
https://www.marriott.com.au/hotels/travel/shawh-w-shanghaithe-bund/
Cuisine: Modern NYC Bistro
Wine list by Dominique Collin / Pascha Bhatti
Wine on list: 170 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 85 - 135 RMB
Kitchen Table brings a touch of NYC bistro life to Shanghai
and with it a vibrant listing of the world's wines, including
some of the new style "natural" and low-intervention styles. It's
bright and fresh in its selection, you'll see a number of makers
here that rarely grace Chinese wine lists. Start with a Chinesemade gin and consider some of the other Chinese offerings,
including some top sparklings now being made, and then settle
in. There is plenty of whet the appetite here.

8 Shum Wan Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong (and SAR)
( 852) 2814 5391
http://www.aberdeenmarinaclub.com
Cuisine: European Food
Wine list by Alan, Tse Chi Heng
Wine on list: 675 (52 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 398 HKD

LA CHANSONNIÈRE 🍷🍷

LA CHINE , THE PARISIAN MACAU 🍷🍷
巴黎轩

Building 2, Yingxiang Space, West Jiangtai Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing, China
, Beijing, 100027
010-57109297
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: French Cuisine
Wine list by Meiyu Li / Daniel Yang
Wine on list: 207 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 148 RMB
First and foremost, a wine list celebrating the fine wines from
Burgundy, white and red. There is an enticing selection from
the remainder of that country as well as top quality wines from
‘other countries’, which confirms the focus. The very solid
collection of brilliant champagnes is not to be ignored.

Best Club List
A list full of fabulous wines compiled by a wine team who are
clearly passionate about wine. The by-the-glass list is
extensive, filled with over fifty astute labels. One could have a
wonderful experience drinking from this list alone! If you want
to experiment with a few different styles by-the-half-bottle,
there is a lengthy and commendable selection. The same can be
said for the collection of magnums. In the main collection,
diners are presented with a curated selection of expressive
wines from around the world. So whether you are after a
prestigious name or a lesser-known small label, you will find it
at La Cave.

La Chine (Level 6)<br/>The Parisian Macao, Estrada do Istmo,
Lote 3<br/>, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
(+ 853) 8111 9210
https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants/lachine.html
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 423 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 175 MOP
The restaurants at The Parisian Macao: La Chine, Brasserie
and Lotus Palace, present their diners with a French-focused
international wine list. The list's strength is in the classic
regions of Bordeaux and Burgundy with a good number of
high-end wines. If looking for Italian wines with age, there are
many options from Piedmont and Tuscany. There is a good
spread from the new world, including many aged Napa Valley
reds. To round out the list, there is a good selection of spirits,
including quality single malts, plus a fine selection of tea.

LA CUCINA, HYATT REGENCY WUXI 🍷🍷
意厨
109 Renmin Middle Road, Wuxi, Jiangsu 214000
0510-89891234
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/hyatt-regencywuxi/wuxhr?src=vanity_hyattregencywuxi.com
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Roger Sang
Wine on list: 108 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 75 - 130 RMB
Another Hyatt wine list that brings the world of wine to the
drinker is just a little more than 100 wines. It's no mean
feat.<br/>La Cucina is Mediterranean in theme and expect a
good collection of wines from Italy especially, but this list
offers a much broader taste, too. It looks to all of Europe for
inspiration, South Africa, California and Australia, not to
mention the wines from its own backyeard, China.

LABELLA WINE HOUSE 🍷
No.271-2 West Fu Xing Road, Shanghai, 200030
021-34612864
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d4165885-Reviews-Labella_Wine_House-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by David Tang / Jack Zhang
Wine on list: 129 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 80 RMB
A compact list which features plenty of familiar names of
quality producers, but also a number of cult stars, such as
Clonakilla and Bass Philip. While France leads the way, there
is a strong focus on New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc and also on
Spanish reds.

LA STRADA 🍷
Anfu Lu 195, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200040
54040100
http://www.lastradapizzeria.com.cn/lastrada
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 23 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 50 - 75 RMB
A simple but fun wine list, offering top choices from as distant
as Spain and Margaret River. Italy, however, takes pride of
place. That is hardly a surprise given the cuisine. A few mature
examples are a welcome addition. Good support from the
spirits.

LAGO BY JULIAN SERRANO, BELLAGIO BY
MGM SHANGHAI 🍷🍷
No. 188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080
21 3680 6786
https://www.dytmgm.com/en/BellagiobyMGMShanghai/index.
jhtml
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Kerry Qin
Wine on list: 280 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 68 - 588 RMB
A list which delivers quality choices from all great regions of
the world, focusing on many top makers – no favourites here!
Great supporting list of spirits and more. Local Chinese
offerings catered for. For me, the highlight, noting the use of
Coravin, is the selection of ‘by the glass’. Duval, Chave, Alvaro
Palacios, Ornellaia, Quintarelli and much more.

LAI HEEN GUANGZHOU , RITZ-CARLTON
GUANGZHOU 🍷
丽轩

LAI HEEN MACAU, THE RITZ-CARLTON
MACAU 🍷🍷🍷
丽轩

No.3 Xing An Street, Guangzhou, Guangdong 510630
862038136689
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/guangzhou
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Bob Xu
Wine on list: 274 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 110 - 200 RMB
Lai Heen at the Ritz-Carlton in Guangzhou presents a premium
wine list that complements the Michelin star cuisine on offer.
The selection spans many wine growing regions around the
world, with a particular (although not exclusive) focus on
France. There is a large representation of premium Italian
wines. Names such as Gaja, Ornellaia, Bouchard, Haut-Brion
and the Pauillac trifecta of Latour, Lafite and Mouton are
peppered throughout the list. A veritable who's who of big
name producers. Among all of this, there is a large avriety of
value wines on the list that represent far more affordable
options.

Galaxy Macau™, Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da
Esperança, s/n , Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
853 63746208
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/macau
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Karen Yu
Wine on list: 334 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 98 - 598 MOP
Lai Heen at the Ritz-Carlton in Macau houses a sensitively
curated collection of super premium wines from around the
world. Going one step better, the list features a number of
'producer highlights', which deep dive into winemakers and
regions, giving us an even more detailed picture of the great
wines of the world. The Bordeaux selection is excellent, as
expected. The selection of wines by the glass pays homage to
the list beyond, where many wonders are revealed with careful
exploration.

LAS TAPAS BIYUN 🍷

LAS TAPAS LAOWAIJIE 🍷

Lane 259 Hongfeng Rd, Pudong District, Shanghai 201203
021-64658345
http://www.tapasgroup.com.cn
Cuisine: Tapas Bar - Spain
Wine list by Joey Ding
Wine on list: 73 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 40 - 105 RMB
This small list suits the tapas bar admirably. There is a focus
primarily on Spanish wines - with the selection of whites
particularly strong. All parts of Spain are covered. The wines
from other countries - France, Italy, Australasia and South
America - widen the range of choice available. Prices are
modest and so value is a major attraction.

Building 33-34, Lane 3338 HongMei Lu, Min Hang District,
Shanghai 201203
021 6458345
http://www.tapasgroup.com.cn
Cuisine: Tapas Bar - Spain
Wine list by Joey Ding
Wine on list: 73 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 40 - 105 RMB
An identical list to Las Tapas Biyun. This small wine list suits
the tapas bar admirably. There is a focus primarily on Spanish
wines - with the selection of whites particularly strong. All
parts of Spain are covered. The wines from other countries France, Italy, Australasia and South America - widen the range
of choice available. Prices are modest and so value is a major
attraction.

LAS TAPAS SINAN MASSION 🍷
Building 32, Lane 45 Sinan Rd, Huangpu District, Shanghai
201203
021 6465 8345
http://www.tapasgroup.com.cn
Cuisine: Tapas Bar - Spain
Wine list by Joey Ding
Wine on list: 73 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 40 - 105 RMB
This is an identical wine list to that Las Tapas Biyun and
Laowaijie. The small list suits the tapas bar admirably. There is
a focus primarily on Spanish wines - with the selection of
whites particularly strong. All parts of Spain are covered. The
wines from other countries - France, Italy, Australasia and
South America - widen the range of choice available. Prices
are modest and so value is a major attraction.

L'ATELIER DE JOËL ROBUCHON HONG
KONG 🍷🍷🍷
Shop 401, 4/F, Landmark Atrium, 15 Queen’s Road, Central,
Hong Kong (and SAR)
21669000
http://www.robuchon.hk
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Felix Ho
Wine on list: 3400 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 195 - 985 HKD
A phenomenal listing exceeding 3400 wines from the best
producers that the world has to offer. The strengths are so vast
that it is impossible to list them all. However, highlights include
the extraordinary set of vintage Champagnes, the glittering
Burgundy and Bordeaux collection and the outstanding exposé
of German wine. All major wine styles of the world are
represented, and prices are exceedingly fair. There is also a
good selection by the glass. The list picked up the top award in
2014 and it has been on the continual improve ever since.

L'ATELIER DE JOEL ROBUCHON
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷

LE COMPTOIR DE PIERRE GAGNAIRE,
CAPELLA HOTEL SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷

卢布松美食坊

480 West Jianguo Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031
+86 21 5466 9928
https://www.capellahotels.com/en/capella-shanghai/dining/lecomptoir-de-pierre-gagnaire
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Shawn Xiao
Wine on list: 314 (29 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 1088 RMB
A French themed menu with lashings of caviar and oysters has
a list to match. Superb array by the glass, including offerings
under Coravin. The focus of the list is, as one would imagine,
strongly French. Burgundy, both whites and reds, excel, but
there is a fine supporting cast, notably champagne. Good
collection of spirits as well.

Bund 3/F 18 Zhongshan East Road (E1), Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200001
021-60718888
http://www.joelrobuchonchina.com/ch/index.php?c=content&a=list&catid=55
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Arneis Wu
Wine on list: 760 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 688 RMB

Best Listing of French Wines
Best Listing of Non-Alcoholic Drinks
As a past winner of China’s Wine List of the Year, this list has
already proved itself as one of the great places in the world to
drink prestige wine. Though it never fails to impress with its
stunning listing by-the-glass, the elegant Champagne listing,
the top class Burgundies and extraordinary Bordeaux. It also
pays due attention to the Loire, Alsace, Rhone Valley, Germany
and Piedmont. Its focus and its targeted selection of quality
producers are its strengths. The choice of sweet wines and
spirits is also impressive.

LE COQ WINE & BISTRO 🍷
大公鸡小酒馆
No. 838 HuangPiNan Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai
200020
021-63866828
https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/18155/le_coq_wine__bi
stro_huangpi_nan_lu
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Tansy Zhao
Wine on list: 184 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 118 RMB
A list that combines the both of wine worlds catering to those
who demand the best - the big names from the world of wine and for those who budgets don't stretch that far. There isn't a
lot of ground in between but there are some excellent wines
made from indigenous grapes to look out for, especially from
Italy. A good selection of spirits is also worth perusing.

LIAN, CONRAD HANGZHOU 🍷🍷
里安
No 228 Xinye Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310000
0571-56966666
http://conrad.hilton.com.cn/zh-cn/hotel/hangzhou/conradhangzhou-HGHFRCI/dining3115.html
Cuisine: Jiangsu and Zhejiang
Wine list by John Wang
Wine on list: 133 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 118 RMB
It will be hard to tear yourself away from the extensive cocktail,
beer and spirits section on the Lian list, particularly the many
tasting flights offered. It's an exciting start to a strong, global
listing of quality names from both the New and Old Worlds.
Discover Your Table section is especially tempting with its old
vine wines such as Trimbach Riesling off 100 year-old vines
and St. Francis Zinfandel off 150 year-old vines. Some quality
makers inhabit this list offering plenty of choice.

LE SALON DE JOËL ROBUCHON 🍷🍷
L109, Réel, NO. 1601 West Nanjing Road, Jing'an District,
Shanghai 200000
021-60196666
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Danny Chen
Wine on list: 162 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 168 RMB
A well-constructed wine list that focuses heavily on France
and has made the effort to search out quality makers such as
Josmeyer, Weinbach, Jaboulet, Dagueneau, Girardin, Grivot
and Drouhin. The supporting cast is the rest of the world.
China figures, too, with its rising class of quality wines. A
range of styles and prices makes this a most accessible wine
list.

LIGHT & SALT DAILY 🍷
光与盐陕西北路店
407 North Shanxi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200001
021-60159268
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d8647171-Reviews-Light_Salt_Daily-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Kevin Bian
Wine on list: 86 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 65 - 157 RMB
This small international list is big on modestly priced wines.
There's a decent range by the glass at prices that won't break
the bank and bottles in a section labelled 'Casual & Affordable'
at 300 RMB; 'Reasonable & Friendly' at 400 RMB; 'Prestige &
Appreciation at 500 RMB. For those wishing to splurge, there's
a small collection of quality wines at higher prices. A good
selection of cocktails and spirits rounds out an attractive drinks
offering.

LIMITED EDITION GRILL, WALDORF
ASTORIA CHENGDU 🍷🍷
麒麟扒房
No.1199, Tianfu Avenue North, Hi-Tech Area, Chengdu,
Sichuan 610000
028-88881199
http://www.waldorfastoriahotels.com.cn/zhcn/hotel/chengdu/waldorf-astoria-chengduCTUWAWA/index.html?source=search
Cuisine: Steak, Casual Dining
Wine list by Colin LI
Wine on list: 182 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 108 - 168 RMB
Limited Edition Grill at the Waldorf Hotel is no ordinary
steakhouse. The winelist at this restaurant provides a balanced
and well curated look at the wines of the world. The list has a
particular (and appropriate) sway towards fuller bodied reds
which match perfectly to the intricate list of cuisine on offer,
however the list is not limited to this, and so we are able to
enjoy an exciting array of wines from across the globe. We
were particularly delighted to see a selection of domestic
Chinese wines available.

LOBBY L OUNGE QINHUANGDAO,
SHANGRI-LA HOTEL,QINHUANGDAO 🍷
大堂酒廊
123, Hebin Road, Haigang District, Qinhuangdao, Hebei 66000
+86 335 5808888
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/qinhuangdao/shangrila/
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Jessie Li
Wine on list: 52 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 108 RMB
The Lobby Lounge at the Qinhuangdao Shangri-LA offers a
very compact list. While it errs on the side of value, it manages
to find space for one of the biggest names in Burgundy:
Domaine Armand Rousseau. There is a hearty offering of
spirits, beers and aperitifs alongside the wines.

LING LONG 🍷🍷
Floor 3, Joie de Vivre Hotel, 2 North Workers‘ Gymnasium
Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027
010-86355109
http://www.ling-long.com.cn
Cuisine: Chinese and Western Styles
Wine list by Meiyu Li
Wine on list: 120 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 168 RMB
A list which has a rather unique take on categories for its wines
– Sky, Land and People – but venture beyond and there are
stellar choices available in each. Impressive champagne and a
fine array of wines from almost all top regions around the
world. Great supporting cast of spirits.

LOBSTER BAR & GRILL HONG KONG,
ISLAND SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷
Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
SAR) Hong Kong
852 2820 8590
https://www.shangri-la.com/hongkong/islandshangrila/
Cuisine: Western Grill
Wine list by Cherish Ho
Wine on list: 158 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 449 HKD
From the moment one first looks at this list, it is obvious that
quality cocktails and an extraordinary array of spirits are the
focus, but do not be deceived. There is a very fine collection of
wines, focusing on French, available here. Also, mature wines
are important, not just with classics like Bordeaux but also with
styles like great champagne.

LONG BAR SHENZEN, RAFFLES SHENZHEN
🍷🍷🍷
长廊酒吧

LOTUS PALACE , THE PARISIAN MACAU
🍷🍷
御莲宫

T7, One Shenzhen Bay, 3008 Zhongxin Road, Nanshan
District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518054
+86 75586668666
https://www.raffles.com/shenzhen/
Cuisine: Bar
Wine list by Emma Liang
Wine on list: 262 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 128 - 1428 RMB
A solidly traditional list, ticking all the classic boxes. A wide
ranging array of selections by the glass, which will be more
than enough for many winelovers. The list then moves to great
champagne houses, quality Burgundy, careful choices from
other regions and a first class set from Bordeaux. Backed by an
impressive Italian offering and extensive spirits list.

(3rd floor), The Parisian Macao, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3,
Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
+853 8111 9260
https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants/lotuspalace.html
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Leon Tan
Wine on list: 423 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 175 MOP
The restaurants at The Parisian Macao, La Chine and
Brasserie and Lotus Palace, present their diners with a Frenchfocused international wine list. The list's strength is in the
classic regions of Bordeaux and Burgundy with a good number
of high-end wines. If looking for Italian wines with age, there
are many options from Piedmont and Tuscany. There is a good
spread from the new world, including many aged Napa Valley
reds. To round out the list, there is a good selection of spirits,
including a lengthy selection from China.

LOUNGE MACAU (THE), JW MARRIOTT
HOTEL MACAU 🍷🍷

LUXE CAFÉ, MAISON ALBAR HOTEL
LUXEHILLS CHENGDU 🍷
麓咖啡

Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, Cotai, Macau
(and SAR) 853 8886 6888
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/mfmjw-jw-marriotthotel-macau/
Cuisine: Comfort Food, Tapas, Western
Wine list by Billy De Leon
Wine on list: 214 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 2070 MOP
This wine list services the three venues at the JW Marriot
Macau: the Cantonese restaurant 'Man Ho'; the international
buffet restaurant 'Urban Kitchen'; and 'The Lounge'. As a
consequence, you will find ultra-premium wines nestled
alongside value drops. Catering for the breadth of the clientele,
acclaimed producers have been selected at all price points.
Whether you are after a rare Bordeaux from the 1982 vintage,
a touriga national from Portugal or a flavoursome shiraz from
Australia, you will find it at the JW Marriot Macau.

No.1 Yunshan Road, 18th Luxetown, 2nd Luxe Avenue, Tianfu
New Area, Chengdu, Sichuan 610000
+86 28 88886363
http://www.luxehillshotel.com/Restaurant.html
Cuisine: French, Western Food
Wine list by Henri JL Luo
Wine on list: 63 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$
By the glass: 39 - 59 RMB
Luxe Cafe at the Maison Albar Hotel in Chengdu is home to a
concise wine list that that takes the time to explain most of the
63 wines on the list. Other than wine, Luxe Cafe has a good
selection of beers, spirits, coffee and tea to suit all tastes. We
were delighted to see some domestic Chinese wines on the list,
and a good selection of Chinese spirits, too.

M ON THE BUND 🍷🍷🍷
米氏西餐厅
Guang Dong RD. NO.20 7F<br/><br/>, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200003
2163509988
https://m-restaurantgroup.com/
Cuisine: Fine Dining
Wine list by Johnny Zhang
Wine on list: 105 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 195 RMB
M On The Bund chooses to divide its wine list into style
categories. It's a novel and useful tool for drinkers looking for
wines that are Crisp & Fresh, or Aromatic or Medium-Bodied
or even Blockbuster in style. Choosing by style rather than
country is the M On The Bund way.<br/>The Wines By The
Glass listing condenses all of this into a smart 14 glass
selection with some good drinking from Taittinger, Yalumba,
Saint Clair, Bava amd Meffre. Thought-provoking all the way
through this small but exciting list.

MADE IN CHINA, GRAND HYATT BEIJING
AT ORIENTAL PLAZA 🍷🍷
长安壹号
1 East Chang An Avenue, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100738
+86 10 8518 1234
https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/grand-hyattbeijing/beigh
Cuisine: Chinese, Home-style Classics
Wine list by Jasmine Chen
Wine on list: 261 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 190 RMB
A mouthwatering menu from around China is matched by a fine
array of wine from around the globe. While a wine like Lafite
1982 may raise the eyebrows, there is plenty for everyday
drinking. An excellent collection of local Chinese wines appeal.
Bordeaux may be the star but both Italy and Australia offer
many contenders.

MAISON FLO 🍷🍷
北京福楼法餐

MAN HO MACAU, JW MARRIOTT HOTEL
MACAU 🍷🍷

No.18 Xiao Yun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100125
6595 5135
http://www.flo.cn
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Leon Zhang
Wine on list: 270 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 138 RMB
An enticing French menu with international ingredients has a
list to match – French focused with a smattering of
international offerings. concentrates heavily on matching the
wines to the cuisine. The highlight is the Bordeaux. Well
supported by a fine cast of spirits, beers, sherries and more.

Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, Macau,
Macau (and SAR) https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/mfmjw-jw-marriotthotel-macau/
Cuisine: Chinese, Cantonese
Wine list by Billy De Leon
Wine on list: 214 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 2070 MOP
This wine list services the three venues at the JW Marriot
Macau: the Cantonese restaurant 'Man Ho'; the international
buffet restaurant 'Urban Kitchen'; and 'The Lounge'. As a
consequence, you will find ultra-premium wines nestled
alongside value drops. Catering for the breadth of the clientele,
acclaimed producers have been selected at all price points.
Whether you are after a rare Bordeaux from the 1982 vintage,
a touriga national from Portugal or a flavoursome shiraz from
Australia, you will find it at Man Ho.

MAN WAH, MANDARIN ORIENTAL, HONG
KONG 🍷🍷🍷
文華廳
25/F, 5 Connaught Road, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR)
2825 4003
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/hong-kong/victoriaharbour/fine-dining/restaurants/cantonese-cuisine/man-wah
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Koon Lik Kee, Nick
Wine on list: 400 (42 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 128 - 2500 HKD

Best Wine List - Hong Kong SRA
Best Listing of Chinese Rice Wines
How anyone could get past the extraordinary collection of
spirits, sake, Chinese liquors to the wines is beyond me. But
when there, fine examples from around the world abound, as
one would expect. Careful attention to mature vintages is
evident. A wonderful list. Perhaps not the length of some but in
return, many emerging stars are to be found.

MANSION ON ONE, BELLAGIO BY MGM
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷
No. 188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080
+86 21 36806786
https://www.dytmgm.com/en/
Cuisine: Authentic Shanghai Cuisine
Wine list by Kerry Qin
Wine on list: 280 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 588 RMB
Started in 2018, Mansion on One's wine list shows the depth
and breadth we have come to expect from a restaurant under
the Bellagio umbrella. It presents a broad view of the world of
wine from the emerging icons on Chinese home soil and across
both hemispheres. With 30 wines served by the glass, including
some classics under Coravin, this is a good place to start.
Maybe a Latour Corton-Charlemagne, a Quintarelli
Valpolicella or Ornellaia?

MANDARIN GRILL + BAR, MANDARIN
ORIENTAL WANGFUJING, BEIJING 🍷
文华扒房+酒吧
No. 269 Wangfujing Street , Dongcheng District, Beijing
100006
861085098888
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/beijing/wangfujing/luxuryhotel
Cuisine: Modern Grill
Wine list by Jimmy Chang
Wine on list: 330 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 110 - 198 RMB
The Mandarin Grill has a decent-sized collection by the glass
of modestly priced wines. By the bottle it offers both wines
which won't break the bank alongside many of the world's best
(and therefore most expensive) wines. The list has its heart in
France yet offers wines from Italy, Spain and other parts of
Europe as well as the USA, Australia, South America and
China. There's a terrific collection of cocktails and spirits to
delight its customers.

MARCO POLO, SHANGRI-LA'S FAR
EASTERN PLAZA HOTEL 🍷🍷
馬可波羅義大利餐廳
201 Tun Hwa South Road, Section 2, Taipei, Taiwan 10675
+8862 7711 2080
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/taipei/fareasternplazashangrila/
Cuisine: Contemporary Italian
Wine list by Kevin Wu / Amber Chou
Wine on list: 117 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 380 - 2550 TWD

Best Wine List - Taiwan
Enjoy sipping on a range of innovative cocktails, inspired by
the travels of Marco Polo, while admiring city views over
Taipei. Wines from Italy are the star of the wine list in line with
Italian-focused cuisine. The is a solid selection by the glass,
including premium wines such as Antinori Tignanello. The
wine list reads like a national tour of Italy with wines from
many different regions. That said, other regions of the world
have not been neglected. There is an excellent set from France,
including wines from all the classic appellations, and there is a
small spread from the new world.

MERCATO, THREE ON THE BUND 🍷🍷🍷

MI THAI ANFU ROAD 🍷

6F, No.3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 200002
+ 86 21 6321 9922
http://www.threeonthebund.com/dining.php?concept_id=3
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Fiona Huang
Wine on list: 217 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 140 RMB
Great wines from both Italy and France vie for supremacy in
this superb list, where it is winelovers who are the winners (for
mine, the nod goes to Italy). Finely crafted list with big names
and emerging stars, well supported by other regions and styles.

Anfu Lu 195 2nd floor, Shanghai, 200040
5403 9209
http://www.mithai.com.cn/mithai/
Cuisine: Thai
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 58 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 65 - 85 RMB
A modest wine list that packs a powerful flavour punch whether
it's a Chilean Chardonnay, Alsatian Riesling, or a top
Margaret River Cabernet Sauvignon and a super charming
Sicilian Nero d'Avola.<br/>There's a freshness and vitality
here for such a small list. Prices are more than reasonable.

MI THAI HUA SHAN ROAD 🍷

MING JIA 🍷
铭家饭

LG1-128, NO1901, Hua Shan Road<br/>, Xuhui District,
Shanghai 20000
021-64031578
http://www.mithai.com.cn/mithai/
Cuisine: Thai
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 58 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 65 - 85 RMB
A modest list that plays beautifully to the restaurant's Thai
cuisine, highlighting fine-boned, aromatic white wines and
medium-bodied, nicely spicy reds.<br/>It casts a wide net
across both the New and Old Worlds and seeks out well-priced
examples from quality wine producers. Prices are more than
reasonable.

19th Qinling Rd，Laoshan District, Qingdao, Shandong
266000
0532-55571818
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Chinese & Fusion
Wine list by Grimm Jing
Wine on list: 224 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 48 - 128 RMB
We love the 'sommelier's selection' on the wine list at Ming Jia
in Qingdao. It provides a list of suggested food and wine
matches, taking the work out of choosing. The list beyond
features a slew of great international producers, with many far
flung regions represented. The list of course details the great
from Bordueax and Burgundy, but perhaps most importantly,
leads and champions the domestic Chinese portfolio. If wine is
not your go-to, there is an abundance of choice here: from
cocktails and spirits, to beer, to non-alcoholic options, the
choice is yours...

MIO, FOURSEASONS HOTEL BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷
48 Liangmaqiano Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 10010
010-56958522
https://www.fourseasons.com/zh/beijing/dining/restaurants/mio
/
Cuisine: Modern Italian
Wine list by Elma Yameng Sun
Wine on list: 336 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 128 - 688 RMB
A list which walks to the beat of a slightly different drum. The
usual focus on France, especially Bordeaux, but it might be the
Italians which most excite. A couple of mature Sordo Barolos
appeal. Top producers from all the world’s great regions. Well
crafted and some good value wines here, and a nod to older
vintages as well.

MISS MUSTACHE JING'AN 🍷
No.223 Maoming North Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai
200120
021-52988275
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d13001911-Reviews-Miss_Mustache-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Spanish
Wine list by Huanhuan Zhang
Wine on list: 25 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 38 - 58 RMB
Nice to see some sherries available to the tapas menu. They fit
well with the ‘wines by the glass’. Some pleasing wines from
Spain as well. a tight list with some wines offering good value
and fun drinking. Good supporting cast.

MISS MUSTACHE PUDONG 🍷

MORTONS GRILLE GUANGZHOU 🍷

609 Lujiazui Center L+Mall, No.899 Pudong South Road,
Pudong New Area, Shanghai 200120
021 5298 8275
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Spanish
Wine list by Huanhuan Zhang
Wine on list: 25 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 38 - 58 RMB
Nice to see some sherries available to the tapas menu. They fit
well with the ‘wines by the glass’. Some pleasing wines from
Spain as well. a tight list with some wines offering good value
and fun drinking. Good supporting cast.

Shop L505 & L603 International Grand City (IGC), 222
Xingmin Road, Zhujiang New Town, Guangzhou, Guangdong
510620
020 8708 5888
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g298555d11906503-Reviews-Morton_s_Grille_GuagnzhouGuangzhou_Guangdong.html
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Henry Wu
Wine on list: 120 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$$
By the glass: 78 - 108 RMB
Morton's Grille shows us a user-friendly list of wines. The
restaurant has an American theme, so the wine list rightly
follows in this New World line. Big names such as Dominus
and Opus One rub shoulders with the wines from Stag's leap
and Kendall-Jackson, Robert Mondavi and Beringer - all Napa
Valley big guns. There is a solid sprinkling of Australia and
New Zealand in there as well.

MORTONS THE STEAKHOUSE BEIJING 🍷🍷 MORTONS THE STEAKHOUSE HONG
KONG, SHERATON HOTEL & TOWERS 🍷🍷
莫尔顿牛排坊
2F Regent Hotel Shop, 99Jinbao Street, Dongcheng District,
Beijing 100005
+86 10 65237777
https://www.mortons.com/beijing/
Cuisine: American
Wine list by Alex Li
Wine on list: 210 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 113 - 225 RMB
People flock to Morton’s of Chicago, Beijing, for excellent
quality steak and fine wine! They specialise in wines from the
US and Italy, but they also offer a premium range from the
classic regions of France. There are some fine examples from
the southern hemisphere as well, especially Australia. There is
also a solid selection by the glass, plus some half bottles, and a
magnificent collection of magnums. But it is the Californian
cabernet sauvignon collection which is particularly alluring
and is what sets them apart from many other establishments.

MORTONS THE STEAKHOUSE SHANGHAI
🍷🍷
莫尔顿牛排坊
Shop 15 & 16, Level 4, Shanghai IFC Mall. No. 8 Century
Avenue, Pudong New Area, Shanghai 200120
8602160758888
https://www.mortons.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Irene Han
Wine on list: 245 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 83 - 188 RMB
Calling all red wines lovers. Morton’s steakhouse in Shanghai
celebrates full-bodied red wines in all their glory. It is a
magnificent selection, led by the wines of California. Italy and
France are highlights, as are the wines of Australia and South
America. There is also a pleasing selection of Chinese wine.
There is a wonderful collection of wines with age, so there is a
fair chance that you will be able to find your favourite wine at
its peak. There is also a worthy collection of white wine, though
red wine is the absolute star.

4/F, Sheraton Hotel & Towers<br/>20 Nathan Road, Tsim Sha
Tsui, Hong Kong (and SAR) 852- 2732 2343
https://www.mortons.com/hongkong/
Cuisine: American Steakhouse
Wine list by Sylvia Lau
Wine on list: 158 (29 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 105 - 695 HKD
Morton’s has a successful formula which its regular diners
love. The steaks are superb, and after twenty-plus years in
business, they know which wines suit both their food and their
clientele. They put a worthy spotlight on the red wines of
America, with a premium selection of Cabernet Sauvignon,
merlot and pinot noir. There are some top reds from France,
Italy, Spain, Australia and South America, as well as a
sommelier’s selection upfront where you will find some real
treats. The white selection is smaller, though no less enticing.

MOTT 32 🍷🍷🍷
Standard Chartered Bank Building, 4-4A Des Voeux Rd,
Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) N/A
2885 8688
https://www.mott32.com/home
Cuisine: Modern Chinese
Wine list by Marie-Paule Herman / Rin K. Mohamad / Ben
Mok
Wine on list: 203 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 130 - 580 HKD
There is so much to love about Mott 32, from the divine menu
and slick interiors to the sophisticated beverage selection
inclusive of fine sake and Chinese spirits. The international
wine list is superb, and there is clearly a team of wine savvy
people behind its formation. Not only is the list bursting with
top producers from classic regions, but there are also some
very astute listings of small, lesser-known, quality labels. There
has been great care given to the vintage selection. Wine lovers
can dine here with confidence, knowing they are in good hands.

MOTT539 🍷
思南江宴
No 539 Fuxing Middle Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai
200000
021-33566575
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272d11725500-Reviews-MOTT539-Shanghai.html
Cuisine: Jiangsu and Zhejiang
Wine list by Caesar Liu
Wine on list: 42 (42 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
Here is a small but well-chosen selection of premium wine to
pair with the traditional Jiangsu and Zhejiang cuisine.
Respected labels such as Louis Jadot, Penfolds, Yering Station,
Alois Lageder, Xanadu and Guigal pepper the list, and vintage
is given due consideration. There is also a selection of premier
Bordeaux, plus wine and spirits from China.

MUSIC BAR, HYATT REGENCY BEIJING
WANGJING 🍷🍷
YIN YUE BA
Lei Shing Hong Center, 8 Guangshun South Street<br/>,
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100102
(010)86301266
https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/hyatt-regencybeijing-wangjing/nayrw
Cuisine: Snack
Wine list by Hannah Liu / Edison Kong
Wine on list: 117 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 80 - 125 RMB
You have to love the presentation of this list – just reeks of fun
and atmosphere and era. But too many lists try this and fall
short with the wines. Not here. Great array from around the
world of serious names. And a spirits list that must be the envy
of many.

MR WILLIS 🍷
195 Anfu Lu, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200040
54040200
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn/
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 82 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 85 RMB
A tight wine list that keeps to the restaurant's Mediterranean
food theme with a strong grouping of French, Italian and
Spanish wines. That said, it also searches further afield cherry
picking smart, well-priced wines from the rest of the world,
particularly Australia and New Zealand. Many names listed
are exclusive imports by the restaurant, adding an extra layer
of interest. There are plenty of new names to discover here.

MUST NATURAL WINE BAR 🍷🍷
莫斯特
St HuaXun No.2,shop 109.TianHe District, Guangzhou,
Guangdong 510630
8613822299744
http://m.dianping.com/appshare/shop/1255246023
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Muti
Wine on list: 500 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 75 - 250 RMB
This bar will have huge appeal to those interested in drinking
natural wines: the range of possibilities is immense and many
of the best known producers are represented by many of their
wines. Those not as interested in the cutting edge will find
familar names such as Coche-Dury, Domaine de l'Arlot,
Roulot, Armand Rousseau available. But for lovers of the style,
there is a treasure trove of wines from around the world to
tempt their palates.

MUSTACHE 🍷
768 Julu Road 1F, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200040
021-62085357
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Spanish
Wine list by Huanhuan Zhang
Wine on list: 46 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 38 - 68 RMB
The focus in this Spanish themed restaurant is on eating hearty
Spanish food and drinking well-priced wine. There is a small
list by the glass offering decent wine at fair prices. By the
bottle, there's an international collection from Spain, France,
Italy, South America and Australasia at modest prices. As well
as this, there is a small carefully-chosen selection of fine wines
at higher prices.

NADAMAN CENTRAL HK, ISLAND
SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷
Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
SAR) Hong Kong
(852) 2820 8570
https://www.shangri-la.com/hongkong/islandshangrila/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Cherish Ho
Wine on list: 120 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 195 HKD
Wine and food pairing is taken very seriously at Nadaman with
the wine list perfectly tailored to the food. Not only does this
make choosing the right wine much easier, but it also elevates
the sensory experience of the meal. There is a delicious set of
chenin blanc to pair with the fish courses; high-quality riesling
with the sushi; pinot noir to pair with the Kaiseki dinner; and
Rhone varietals for the Wagyu. Along with prestige producers,
you will find many respected small names like Domenica from
Beechworth in Australia or Gantenbein from Switzerland.
There is also a stunning selection of premium sake on offer.

NADAMAN KOWLOON, KOWLOON
SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷

NORTH, VENETIAN MACAO RESORT &
HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷

64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 852 2733 8419
https://www.marriott.com.au/hotels/travel/hkgsi-sheratonhong-kong-hotel-and-towers/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 60 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 95 - 175 HKD
Small is beautiful at Nadaman Kowloon. This compact list
delivers a superb wine experience in a small space. The wines
are perfectly in tune with the Japanese cuisine, with fresh,
bright whites and light reds in abundance: Champagne,
Sancerre, Chablis and quality Pinot Noir to name but a few.
There are some pleasing surprise inclusions like Giant Steps
Sexton Vineyard chardonnay from Australia or a Franciacorta
Rosé. There is also an excellent selection of premium Sake and
Shochu.

北方馆
Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança, s/n, Taipa, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
00853-81189980
https://www.venetianmacao.com/hotel/about-venetianmacao.html
Cuisine: Northern
Wine list by Rose Hu
Wine on list: 617 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 148 MOP
Chinese cuisine meets Italian wines in a pleasing fusion of the
best of both worlds. A mouthwatering array of Barolo and
Supertuscan wines, with plenty of mature offerings available.
Well backed by fine examples from around the globe with
classic champagne producers and seriously impressive
Bordeaux leading the charge. Good selection of local wines as
well.

ONE EAST, HILTON BEIJING 🍷
东方路一号
1 DongFangRoad,North Dong Sabhuan Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100027
+86 10 5865-5000
https://www3.hilton.com/en/hotels/china/hilton-beijingBJSHITW/dining/index.html
Cuisine: Grilled Roast Style
Wine list by Ann Yan
Wine on list: 103 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 110 RMB
A list which will very much appeal to those who like the
comfortable, traditional and classical wines from the well
known and respected producers and highly regarded regions.
Many of the wines will be familiar to those with only a passing
interest. Diners will be on safe ground here. The Cellar
Collection has some interesting older offerings.

OYSTER & WINE BAR, SHERATON HONG
KONG HOTEL & TOWERS 🍷🍷🍷
蠔酒吧
20 Nathan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) +852 2369 1111
https://www.marriott.com.au/hotels/travel/hkgsi-sheratonhong-kong-hotel-and-towers/
Cuisine: Seafood & Grill
Wine list by Roger Fan
Wine on list: 647 (56 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 150 - 705 HKD
An extensive list that is known for its seafood-friendly white
wines, its comprehensive Champagne selection, its quality
Burgundy selection and its numerous wines by the glass. There
is a mix of big-name producers as well as smaller labels which
keep things interesting. Tasting notes for every wine make it
easy to choose something different. Don’t be afraid to take the
lead of the sommelier as there are some fascinating wines to be
found.

OPERA BOMBANA 🍷🍷🍷
LG2-21 Parkview Green FangCaoDi, No. 9 Dongdaqiao Road,
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
010 56907177
http://www.operabombana.com
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Jonathan Wang
Wine on list: 950 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 108 - 265 RMB
A world class collection of Italian wines, especially reds, is the
standout here. Italophiles may never leave. Well supported by
choices from around the globe, most notably Burgundy. Lots of
larger format offerings. ‘By the Glass’, especially those under
Coravin, also impress, as do spirits and aperitifs.

OYSTER TALKS 🍷🍷🍷
Workers’ Stadium N Rd, Chaoyang District, Beijing, China,
Beijing, 100027
010-65526065
http://www.oystertalks.com
Cuisine: Seafood
Wine list by Meiyu Li / Daniel Yang
Wine on list: 293 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 118 RMB

Best Food & Wine Matching List
This is an immaculately crafted list and shows the imprint of a
knowledgeable sommelier. The list by the glass is tiny but still
dominant with white wines, to suit the cuisine. The Champagne
list is exceptional - so thoughtfully constructed. The white
wines are a delightful collection with attention to detail writ
large at every stage. It's hard to imagine a better set of
Australian whites. The reds are equally impressive. In all, an
international selection to delight.

PAK LOH CHIU CHOW , GALAXY MACAU
🍷🍷🍷
Galaxy Macau, G/F, G048, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/pak-loh-chiuchow-restaurant/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Jacques Chua / Julia Guo
Wine on list: 1148 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 370 MOP
Being part of the Galaxy chain allows this restaurant to dive
into the extensive wine resources of the group. The wine list at
Pak Loh Chiu Chow, mirrored by that at Terrazza and Gosto,
has increased in size to almost 1200 wines, and within the
pages lie an international selection of labels with strengths in
the new world as well as classic European regions. As well as
the big names, well-chosen smaller producers add depth and
interest. There is an exciting selection by the glass, and there’s
also an impressive number of half bottles and magnums,
particularly from Bordeaux.

PANGS KITCHEN, GALAXY MACAU 🍷
Galaxy Macau, G/F, G002A, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/pangskitchen/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Jacques Chua
Wine on list: 28 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 120 - 165 MOP
This one star Michelin Chinese restaurant in the Galaxy Macau
has a small international wine list dominated by France but
featuring Germany, Italy, Portugal, the USA, Chile, Australia,
New Zealand and China. The list by the glass is tiny and wellpriced while the small list has a pleasing balance. Quality is
uniformly high with half of the list available for less than 1,000
RMB and half at higher, but perfectly reasonable, prices.

PATINA EUROPEAN BRASSERIE &
PETRUS , ISLAND SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷🍷
TERRACE, ROSEWOOD GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷 Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
苑餐厅
No.6 Zhujiang Road East, Tianhe District, Guangzhou,
Guangdong 510623
+86 20 8852 8888
https://www.rosewoodhotels.com/en/guangzhou/dining
Cuisine: European
Wine list by Ivan Ye
Wine on list: 310 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 288 RMB
This is an impressive international list which begins with a
sizeable international collection by the glass. The
comprehensive champagne selection is complemented by a
range of bubbly from around the world. The list roams the
globe showing significant breadth. In France, for example, it
covers not only the country's important regions but extends its
reach beyond. That is the case with Spain, Italy and Germany
and smaller producers such as the USA, Chile, Argentina,
China, South Africa and Australasia. The focus is on the best
producers and occasionally some of their cheaper wines. It's a
comprehensive yet manageable list.

SAR) Hong Kong
852 2820 8590
https://www.shangri-la.com/hongkong/islandshangrila/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Cherish Ho
Wine on list: 1850 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 2450 HKD

Best Champagne List
Best Wine by the Glass List
The cellar at Petrus houses one of the world’s great collections
of wines, overseen by Wine Director Yohann Jousselin MS and
Head sommelier Cherish Ho. Top wines of the world are
showcased in all their glory, including a stunning collection of
Pétrus going back to 1928. All the great names are included
such as Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, Domaine Jean-Louis
Chave and Château Lafite-Rothschild, and there are extensive
listings from the classic regions of Burgundy, Bordeaux and the
Rhone and Champagne. But this list is much more than the big
names. The selection by-the-glass is well-chosen and balanced,
there are astute listings from Alsace, the Loire Valley and
Austria, and the level of curation in the broader international
listings is exceptionally high with only top names listed. Bravo.

PHÉNIX, THE PULI HOTEL AND SPA 🍷🍷
斐霓絲餐厅酒吧
Level 2, No. 1 Changde Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai
200040
+86 21 2216 6988
https://thepuli.com/en/shanghai-jingan-luxury-puli-hoteldining/phenix-eatery-bar/
Cuisine: Modern French
Wine list by Leo Zheng
Wine on list: 90 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 80 - 170 RMB

PINE AT RUI JIN (THE), RUI JIN HOTEL
🍷🍷
松涧

A list which is well crafted, taking care to include some choice
offerings from most regions – hard to think of many not
covered here. ‘By the Glass’ is impressive, on the same
principles. Not many places provide the opportunity to enjoy
Dom Pérignon back to the 1970s. A solid list.

Building 11, 118 Rui Jin Er Rd, Shanghai, 200000
+86 021 6015 9268
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/LocationPhotoDirectLinkg308272-d14071800-i336816731-The_Pine_At_Rui_JinShanghai.html
Cuisine: Contemporary Chinese & French
Wine list by Carmen Lim / Sophie jiang
Wine on list: 150 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 80 - 488 RMB
A solid, all-rounder of a list with choices from most of the
world’s leading regions. Bordeaux does take pride of place and
there are impressive choices as far back as the 1950s and
1960s. Well supported by a wide offering of spirits and wines,
‘by the glass’.

PIPETTE, INTERCONTINENTAL S HENZHEN
OCT 🍷🍷🍷

PLUMP (THE) 🍷
普朗姆小酒馆

Best Medium List

9009 Shennan Road, Overseas Chinese Town, Shenzhen,
Guangdong 518053
0755-33993388
https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/shenzhen/sz
xha/hoteldetail
Cuisine: French Style
Wine list by Kevin Liu
Wine on list: 448 (34 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 238 RMB
A list which thoroughly covers the finest on offer from the New
World, but really steps up a gear when it comes to the fabulous
array of Bordeaux First Growths and also the wines from DRC.
Plenty of value to be found here as well.

S207, L2, Upperhills, Huanggang Rd, Futian District,
Shenzhen, Guangdong 518000
+86 0755-23884492
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Louise Xu
Wine on list: 60 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 50 - 65 RMB
This lively oyster bar / seafood restaurant has a few wines
available by the glass and concentrates on selling modestlypriced wines by the bottle. It has a strong selection of white
wines from around the globe - Italy, Germany, France,
Australasia, South Africa and China - as well as reds ranging
from light to medium-bodied and even to full-bodied. Quality is
good. The list finishes with a small range of high priced reds
for those who can't resist.

POETRY WINE IN SHUANGJING 🍷
拾久餐厅双井店

POETRY WINE IN SOLANA 🍷🍷🍷
拾久餐厅湖畔店

No. 01, Building 6, No. 31 Guangqumenwai Street, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100026
1087774388
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Innovative Beijing
Wine list by Dragon Liu
Wine on list: 66 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 49 - 139 RMB
One of the more original and artistic wine lists we have seen,
totally in sync with the innovative nature of the restaurant.
Matching wines with dishes such as Stewed Fish Head, Stewed
Crayfish and Rose and Cattle Tripe With Chinese Prickly Ash
is not easy, but the wine delves into a creative collection of
Chinese white spirits, sake, Chinese wines and a mix of
European wines, particularly French and Italy. It brings
together both well-priced and expensive fine wines, providing
plenty of choice.

SOLANA KA 10 ,Yard 6, Chaoyang Park Road, Beijing,
100015
010-85831919
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Innovative Beijing
Wine list by Gerard Ma
Wine on list: 130 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 59 - 299 RMB
The new Poetry Wine Solana restaurant which opened in
Beijing last year offers a very different and bigger wine listing
to its older sister restaurant. The emphasis remains on a broad
global selection of wines but this time aligned by 'chapters.'
The Vibe chapter looks to bright and refreshing styles; The
Classic speaks to a timeless beauty in wine, The Local delves
into the Chinese wine scene, etc. Presentations on Grower
Champagnes, Riesling, Chardonnay, Orange Wines and Pinot
Noir are particularly tantalising.

POP AMERICAN BRASSERIE & BAR 🍷
POP露台餐厅与酒吧

PORTOFINO, VENETIAN MACAO RESORT
& HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷

7F, No.3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road<br/>, Shanghai, 200002
+86 21 6321 0909
http://www.threeonthebund.com/dining.php?concept_id=17
Cuisine: American
Wine list by Wine on list: 118 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 78 - 120 RMB
POP American Brasserie & Bar in Shanghai occupies a
picturesque rooftop location, and brings to the table an
engaging, international list. While it does feature a good
number of American wines, it is not bound to this, and strays
across Australia, Spain, Italy, France, South Africa, New
Zealand and more in a bid to bring us a wide variety of options.
The Champagne listing is tempting, and there is a good
selection of fortifieds, sherries and Cognacs, as an alternative
to table wine.

碧涛意国渔乡
Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança, s/n, Taipa, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
+853 811 89950
https://www.venetianmacao.com/restaurants/signature/portofin
o.html
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Mike Qian
Wine on list: 617 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 155 MOP
An Italian focus here and some wonderful wines glitter
throughout. Mature Barolo, stunning SuperTuscans and even a
few older vintages of Soldera amongst many more. Well
supported by a serious list of top-notch Bordeaux and
American Cabernets. Good offerings by the glass and a fine
supporting cast of beers, spirits and cocktails. Even a
collection of sherry. Like this list a lot.

PUNCH ROOM, THE SHANGHAI EDITION
🍷🍷🍷

QU LANG YUAN 🍷
曲廊院

199 Nanjing Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002
+86 (0)21 5368 9999
https://www.editionhotels.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: Bar Snacks
Wine list by Davide Segat / Cathy Zhao
Wine on list: 18 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 128 - 228 RMB
Punch Room at the Shanghai Edition Hotel shows us a modern
and edgy take on an international list. At all opportunities the
wines selected are slightly left of centre, making this a highly
engaging, compelling read. The Champagne list makes a
strong start, touching lightly upon a wide array of producers spanning both the established and the growers. The wines in
the list beyond follow this theme, and portray a 'full colour
illustration' of both emerging and established wineries from
across the globe, from an exciting cross-section of vintages.
Producers such as Gravner sit alongside old Riojas and 1er
Cru Savignys. They use Coravin to keep the wine options fresh
and exciting. Extensive collection of spirits. Another
astoundingly good curation of wines from the Shanghai Edition
- impressive.

No.25 Dongsi Shi yi Tiao, Beijing, 100007
+86 010 8403 8229
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Fusion
Wine list by Ashlee Zhang
Wine on list: 36 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 78 - 208 RMB
Qu Lang Hua shows us the ability of a small list to hit the mark
with well selected wines that suit the cuisine offering. For the
size that it is, this list sensitively covers many vinous bases. We
liked the sparkling offering, which, in seven wines includes
prosecco, Chinese sparkling rice wine, Japanese sparkling
Sake (a first for us), Chandon China, a grower champagne and
an etablished house. Impressive. The list continues in this
fashion, rounding out with a page selection of Chinese rice
wine and liquor, and sake. Perhaps the wines by the glass are
too brief for a higher rating, but we liked what we saw
otherwise.

RED CHAMBER (THE), CHINA WORLD
SUMMIT WING 🍷

RITZ-CARLTON BAR & LOUNGE, THE
RITZ-CARLTON MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

红馆

Galaxy Macau™, Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da
Esperança, s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 853
85388866868
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/macau?scid=45f93
f1b-bd77-45c9-8dab-83b6a417f6fe
Cuisine: Comfort Food, Tapas, Western
Wine list by Billy De Leon
Wine on list: 319 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 598 MOP
Just what you would expect from a Ritz-Carlton bar in Macau:
a full-throttle wine list of epic proportions mostly with a tab
that you'd expect. By the glass, there are three Champagne,
white wines at affordable prices, and a range of reds of good
quality. The list is strong with Champagne, the classic wines of
France's Bordeaux and Burgundy. There's many delightful
wines from other parts of the world, Italy, Spain, Portugal,
Australia and New Zealand. Some impressive Chinese spirits,
too.

No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue , Beijing , Beijing 100004
1065052299
https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/chinaworldsummitwing/
Cuisine: Beijing
Wine list by Bruce Li
Wine on list: 112 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 50 - 160 RMB
This Beijing Chinese restaurant has an eclectic range of wines
to go with its dishes. It's an international list with some good
choices and reasonable prices for wines by the glass. There's a
small section of whites wines from countries like France,
Germany, the USA and China. The larger red wine selection
offers plenty of good wines at fair prices as well as some more
expensive superstars from France, Spain and Italy. There's
also a section of sustainable wines made using organic or
biodynamic viticulture and minimal intervention in the winery.

RIVER DRUNK, WANDA REIGN ON THE
BUND 🍷🍷
No.538 Zhong Shan Dong Er Road, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200010
+86(0)215368888
https://www.wandahotels.com/en/hotel/wanda-reign-shanghaibooking-65-52
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Piper Liang
Wine on list: 160 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 78 - 170 RMB
River Drunk at the Wanda Reign On The Bund in Shanghai
houses a brilliant list. It expertly navigates the premium wines
of the world, and has some older vintages on offer for added
interest. Starting with a very impressive selection of Chinese
liquor and rice wine, the list cascades into Champagne and
beyond. The wines offered by the glass are a good insight into
the joys of the main list beyond. We particularly enjoyed the
sommelier selection at the beginning: this is concise but
engaging, and suggests a compelling little lineup of wines to
try. An impressive offering overall.

ROOF TOP BAR, THE EDITION HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
屋顶酒吧
199 Nanjing Road East, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200001
+86 (0)21 5368 9999
https://www.editionhotels.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: Bar Snacks
Wine list by Skyler Qian
Wine on list: 194 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 160 - 988 RMB
Roof at the Shanghai Edition Hotel falls in line with the other
great dining options here and shows us a modern and edgy take
on an international list. At all opportunities the wines selected
are slightly left of centre, making this a highly engaging,
compelling read. The Champagne list makes a strong start,
touching lightly upon a wide array of producers - spanning
both the established and the growers. The wines in the list
beyond follow this theme, and portray a 'full colour illustration'
of both emerging and established wineries from across the
globe, from an exciting cross-section of vintages. Producers
such as Gravner sit alongside old Riojas and 1er Cru Savignys.
They use Coravin to keep the wine options fresh and exciting.
Extensive collection of spirits. Another astoundingly good
curation of wines from the Shanghai Edition - impressive.

ROBUCHON AU DÔME, GRAND LISBOA
HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷
天巢法國餐廳
43/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel<br/>Avenida de Lisboa, Macau,
Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853 8803 7878
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/robu
chon-au-dome
Cuisine: French Contemporary
Wine list by Mr. Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17000 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 160 - 490 MOP

Best Luxury Fine Wine Cellar List
Robuchon au Dôme and Casa Don Alfonzo, at the Grand Hotel
Lisboa in Macau, have access to the 17000 strong cellar that is
under the custodianship of acclaimed wine director Paul Lo.
The listing is nothing short of phenomenal, and it includes
some of the rarest wines in the world. You'll find old vintages of
prestige Champagne, outstanding Burgundies (there are thirtyfive pages of white Burgundy alone and almost double that for
red), century-old Vouvray, an extraordinary collection of
Alsation white and a mind-blowing collection of German
riesling with almost 200 pages of wines. Red Bordeaux is
breathtaking, and the collection of American reds has depth
like no other list. Italy and Spain are similarly impressive, as is
the set of dessert wines, particularly the vertical of Château
d'Yquem. If you love old wine, this place is sheer bliss.

SCARPETTA PIZZERIA 🍷
食光西餐厅
No.33, Mengzi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023
021-33768223
http://scarpetta.coquille.com.cn/zh/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by James Liu
Wine on list: 34 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 78 - 78 RMB
This small list pays homage to the cuisine and country of Italy
and fits particularly well with the menu. All the wines are from
that country and encompass many of its regions, some modestly
priced, some showing the regard of the international market for
Italian quality wine.

SHANG PALACE KOWLOON, KOWLOON
SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷

SHANGHAI TAVERN, THE SHANGHAI
EDITION 🍷🍷🍷

64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 852 2733 8419
https://www.marriott.com.au/hotels/travel/hkgsi-sheratonhong-kong-hotel-and-towers/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 98 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 95 - 270 HKD
Coravin is employed to deliver a refined wine-by-the-glass
program where you can sip on complex, classic Meursault or
new wave Australian Pinot Noir. The main list may be small,
but it is beautifully formed with great care taken in the listings.
There are numerous high-quality wines from acclaimed
producers plus a good selection of Chinese spirits. Style
divisions make it easy to experiment with the unfamiliar — an
excellent example of a small list done well.

199 Nanjing Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002
+86 (0)21 5368 9999
https://www.editionhotels.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: European Brasserie
Wine list by Skyler Qian / James Wang
Wine on list: 273 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 47 - 598 RMB
The Shanghai Tavern at the Shanghai Edition Hotel is yet
another example of a slick, edgy wine and beverage list. At all
opportunities, the wines selected are slightly left of centre,
making this a highly engaging, compelling read. The
Champagne list makes a strong start, touching lightly upon a
wide array of producers - spanning both the established and
the growers. The wines in the list beyond follow this theme,
and portray a 'full colour illustration' of both emerging and
established wineries from across the globe, from an exciting
cross-section of vintages. Producers such as Gravner sit
alongside old Riojas and 1er Cru Savignys. They use Coravin
to keep the wine options fresh and exciting. Extensive
collection of spirits. Another astoundingly good curation of
wines from the Shanghai Edition - impressive.

SHENG YONG XING 🍷🍷🍷
晟永兴

SHUNPACHI, HYATT REGENCY BEIJING
WANGJING 🍷🍷

No.5A Xindong Road, Sanlitun, Chaoyang District, Beijing,
China
, Beijing, 100027
010-64640968
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Beijing Roast Duck
Wine list by Meiyu Li
Wine on list: 214 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 48 - 248 RMB
This is a sommelier's list of the rarest quality. Things to note
include: wine paring recommendations for seafood or fish, red
meat, roast duck; suggested tasting flights, a superb selection
of recommended Chinese fine wines. It's a very strong list from
around the world - quality is the keynote. Enjoy.

Lei Shing Hong Center, 8 Guangshun South Street, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100102
(010)86301266
https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/hyatt-regencybeijing-wangjing/nayrw
Cuisine: Izakaya
Wine list by Hannah Liu/Edison Kong/Yoyo Wang
Wine on list: 117 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 80 - 125 RMB

Best Sake List
A list to savour. Far from the largest array one will encounter
but it has been compiled to match the cuisine. This Japanesefocused establishment has excellent whites, notably Riesling,
and reds, such as Pinot Noir, which will work wonderfully.
Enough bigger reds to satisfy those who would prefer that
road. The highlight, however, is a world class selection of Sake,
crafted by someone very knowledgeable.

SIR ELLY'S RESTAURANT, THE PENINSULA SKY BAR, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷
SHANGHAI 🍷
No.32 The Bund,32 Zhongshan Dong Yi Road<br/>, Shanghai,
200002
86(21)23272888
https://www.peninsula.com/en/shanghai/hotel-fine-dining/sirellys-terrace-rooftop-bar
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Stephen Lim
Wine on list: 348 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 108 - 2380 RMB
In one of the most exciting cities of the world, Sir Elly's delivers
a wine experience that is elegant and refined. The
establishment has a long history of fine wine service, and it
continually tailors its offering to ensure that it meets the needs
of its sophisticated clientele. The strength of the wine list is due
to the careful selection of high-quality producers, as well as the
broad spectrum of styles available. There is a good range of
quality spirits, and the use of Coravin allows for a superb
selection of wines-by-the-glass. A class act!

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200020
86 21 6415 1111
http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com/Pages/en/
Cuisine: Bar Food
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 140 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 90 - 125 RMB
This Shanghai bar has a sizeable list which ranges from value
for money offerings to wines for celebration. It's great to see
two Chinese wines on the small list by the glass. While French
wines dominate, there are impressive wines from Italy, Spain,
Chile, Argentina, California, Australia and New Zealand.
There is a very good selection of spirits including horoscope
cocktails.

STEAK UNIVERSE BY LITTLE SOMMS 🍷🍷
酒师扒房（西安）

SUI TANG LI, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷
随堂里

Room201, Building C, Chang‘An Metropolis Center,
NO.88,Nan Guan Zheng Road, Bei Lin District, Xi'an, Shaanxi
710000
(029) 8526 6958
https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g298557d19449357-Reviews-Steak_Universe-Xi_an_Shaanxi.html
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Chevalier Chen
Wine on list: 128 (22 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 55 - 5800 RMB
The wine list at Steak Universe is an interesting one. It is
largely focused on the value wines from great estates from
around the world. It then dives headlong into some of the most
expensive and premium wines on the market. They have
Domaine de la Romanee Conti available by the glass (via
Coravin) for example. An impressive feat, and not many
steakhouses around the world can claim that. Otherwise were
were delighted to see the support of some domestic Chinese
wines on the list, and a broad array of styles and price ranges.
Unsurprisingly, the Bordeaux selection is very strong. Steak
Universe by little somms, is not your average steakhouse.
Bravo!

366 Shi Men Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041
+86 21 3216 8068
https://www.themiddlehousehotel.com
Cuisine: Modern Chinese
Wine list by James Teng / Danni Wang
Wine on list: 233 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 65 - 428 RMB
This a carefully curated international list which offers an
impressive range of the world's best wines alongside emerging
producers from all corners of the globe. Italy, France,
Germany, Australia and New Zealand are particularly well
represented. It's a quite small yet carefully chosen list. The
range of spirits impresses, too.

SUMMER PALACE BEIJING, CHINA WORLD SUMMER PALACE HONG KONG, ISLAND
HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷
SHANGRI-LA 🍷🍷
Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
夏宫
SAR) Hong Kong
No.1 jiangguomenwai Avenue, Chaoyang District, Beijing
100004
65052266
http://www.chinaworld-hotel.cn
Cuisine: Cantonese & Huaiyang
Wine list by Gary Zhang
Wine on list: 418 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 100 - 280 RMB
The international list here offers a balance between the finest
wines of the region's covered and those which offer pleasing
value for money. Wines by the glass, in particular, are modestly
priced. The globe is covered in some depth in France, Spain,
Italy and Germany as well as the USA, Australia and New
Zealand. Those who love their spirits would tremble with
delight at the array on offer: the highlight is a world-class
collection of Scottish single malts<br/>

852 2820 8590
https://www.shangri-la.com/hongkong/islandshangrila/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Cherish Ho
Wine on list: 134 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 360 HKD
This smallish international list is strongest in its focus on
France and its great wines. Italy, Spain and other countries
from around the world are represented with some of the
varieties that they do particularly well. Those under the
heading 'Our Adventurous White Wines' offer plenty to delight.
The collection of spirits is particularly enticing.

SUMMER PALACE SHANGHAI, SHANGHAI
JINGAN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷

SUSHI RAKU 🍷

夏宫中餐厅
1218 Middle Yan’an Road<br/>Jing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020
+86 21 22038888
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/summerpalace/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Fengyuan Wang
Wine on list: 550 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 170 RMB
This is a very impressive list with a significant number of the
great wines of the world especially DRC yet with good choice
of grand cru Burgundy and Bordeaux premier cru. There are
some of the top wines of Italy, the USA and Australia as well as
reds from China. The selection by the glass offers good wines
at fair prices.

Reel Shanghai Department Store<br/>1E, 1601 Nanjing Xi Lu
( near Changde Lu), Shanghai, 200040
32530711
http://www.sushiraku.com.cn/raku/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 71 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 55 - 85 RMB
This list suits the small Sushi restaurant in Shanghai with its
modest prices and international focus. It is part of the group
with Henkes, Bang and Mr Willis and so its list draws heavily
on the others in the group especially the tiny by the glass
collect. The focus is on producers who offer value and quality
from around the globe - France, Spain, Italy, Australia, New
Zealand, Germany, Chile.

SW STEAKHOUSE, WYNN PALACE 🍷🍷🍷
永利扒房

TAPAS WINE BAR, KOWLOON SHANGRILA 🍷🍷

Avenida da Nave Desportiva , Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
+853-88898889
https://www.wynnpalace.com/en
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Daniel Wang
Wine on list: 750 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 80 - 240 MOP

64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) 852 2733 8419
https://www.marriott.com.au/hotels/travel/hkgsi-sheratonhong-kong-hotel-and-towers/
Cuisine: Tapas
Wine list by Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 58 (58 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 420 HKD

Best Listing of Spanish Wines
Hall of Famer as last year's winner in Hong Kong, Macau &
Taiwan hasn't missed a beat. This is a great list with an
awesome depth and range of the wines of France as well as an
all-encompassing international collection of great wines.
Howell Mountain's Hundred Acre, Vega Sicilia, Rayas, single
vineyard Guigal Cote-Roties, DRC, Petrus, Salon all impress
with verticals. A thoughtful and sizeable range of wines by the
glass will please many.

TAVOLA ITALIAN DINING BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷
北京塔沃拉意大利餐厅
2nd Floor, The Grand Summit, Section B, Liangmaqiao
Diplomatic Mansion, No. 19, Dongfang East Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100600
010 85325068
http://www.tavola.cn
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Frank Hao
Wine on list: 336 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: By the glass: 68 - 138 RMB
This stylish list pays homage to Italy giving good coverage to
its great wines as well as offering an impressive range of its
most interesting varieties as it trawls through its regions. The
international winescape includes some of the world's finest
bottles from Europe, the Americas and Australasia. China, too,
is well represented.

Best Wine Bar List
I applaud this list for its contemporary take on what a wine list
should be. It is snappy, thoughtful, curated and fresh. Its easy
categories gently guide the wine lover to new styles and tastes.
The concept of vintage is well understood, which means that
wines can be chosen with confidence. What’s more, all wines
are available by the glass as well as the bottle. The collection
has vibrancy, energy and flair, with modern wines mingling
effortlessly with classics. Enjoy Sicilian carricante, arneis from
Piedmont or grüner veltliner from Austria. Love it!

TEA CULTURE 🍷
逸道
61 Sinan Mansion, Fuxin zhong Rd, Huangpu, Shanghai
200000
64959387
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Huaiyang
Wine list by Simon Hong
Wine on list: 30 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 78 RMB
This impressive restaurant is devoted to promoting tea culture.
The wine list is tiny but thoughtfully produced. There is a high
quality group of Bordeaux and Dom for those who want to
splurge and a larger collection of modestly-priced
international wines from Europe, the Americas and
Australasia. Surprisingly good choice from well-loved brands.

TERRAZZA , GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷
庭园意大利餐厅

TIVANO, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷
TIVANO意大利餐厅

Galaxy Macau, 2/F, 2001, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) NA
853 8883 2221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/terrazzaitalian-restaurant/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Ervin Ong / Amy Pan
Wine on list: 1148 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 370 MOP
Being part of the Galaxy chain allows this restaurant to dive
into the extensive wine resources of the group. The wine list at
Terrazza, mirrored by that at Pak Loh Chiu Chow and Gosto,
has increased in size to almost 1200 wines, and within the
pages lie an international selection of labels with strengths in
the new world as well as classic European regions. As well as
the big names, well-chosen smaller producers add depth and
interest. There is an exciting selection by the glass, and there’s
also an impressive number of half bottles and magnums,
particularly from Bordeaux.

No.81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan
610021
+86 28 6636 9999
https://www.thetemplehousehotel.com/en/default
Cuisine: Italian Fine Dining
Wine list by Cassie Hu
Wine on list: 291 (31 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 1500 RMB

TSURU, SHANGHAI JINGAN SHANGRI-LA
HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷

UNION, THE OPPOSITE HOUSE 🍷

鹤餐厅
1218 Middle Yan’an Road<br/>Jing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020
+86 21 22038888
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/tsuru/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Fengyuan Wang
Wine on list: 250 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 80 - 1980 RMB
It's the quality of the wines that helps this impressive list shine.
There are sakes by the glass to compliment the Japanese
cuisine and the wines by the glass selection benefits from the
use of Coravin. This international list is arranged by varieties,
and encompasses the world's finest wine regions and their best
wines.

Best Wine List - Western China
A fine list which melds a focus on both Italy and France. Good
spirits and larger formats support well. Impressive ‘by the
glass’, and extensive use of Coravin. They have also compiled a
series of wine flights, from the traditional to the fun – Lebanon
– and also from local wines. Appealing list.

Taikoo Li Sanlitun North, No. 11 Sanlitun Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100027
+86 10 6410 5180
https://www.theoppositehouse.com/en/default
Cuisine: International
Wine list by Ashley Gao
Wine on list: 60 (51 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 2300 RMB
Intriguing collection of wines, a smattering from all over. The
absolute highlight here is as serious array of teas as you are
likely to find. Amazing stuff. The support from the spirits,
especially gin and whisky, is first class and there are fabulous
cocktails.

URBAN KITCHEN, JW MARRIOTT HOTEL
MACAU 🍷🍷
Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, Cotai, Macau
(and SAR) 853 8886 6888
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/mfmjw-jw-marriotthotel-macau/
Cuisine: International, All Day Dining
Wine list by Billy De Leon
Wine on list: 214 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 2070 MOP
This wine list services the three venues at the JW Marriot
Macau: the Cantonese restaurant 'Man Ho'; the international
buffet restaurant 'Urban Kitchen'; and 'The Lounge'. As a
consequence, you will find ultra-premium wines nestled
alongside value drops. Catering for the breadth of the clientele,
acclaimed producers have been selected at all price points.
Whether you are after a rare Bordeaux from the 1982 vintage,
a touriga national from Portugal or a flavoursome shiraz from
Australia, you will find it at Urban Kitchen.

VINOTHEQUE, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷
一酒香
No 1 Guanghua Road, Beijing, 100020
(86 10) 8565 2949
http://www.shangri-la.com/beijing/kerry/dining/barslounges/vinotheque/
Cuisine: International
Wine list by Jacobs Zhang
Wine on list: 403 (38 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 5288 RMB

Best Wine Bar List
This classy international list has an impressive range of wines
by the glass, considerably boosted by its use of Coravin. The
focus is on classic varieties and the best country (or countries)
in which they are found. There are many of the great wines of
the world - French champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux,
Spanish Tempranillo, Italian Nebbiolo and outstanding wines
from many corners of the globe.

VEGE WONDER 🍷
山河万朵
No. 212, 2F, West Block, Wangfujing Rd, Dongcheng District,
Beijing 100006
010-68888798
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Vegetarian
Wine list by Darren Liu
Wine on list: 117 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 165 RMB
This list takes diners on a journey around the regions of
France, especially with a nod to the wines of Burgundy.
Regions such as Jura also appear. A good mix of Champagne
makers and styles. Some appealing sake as well. There are also
fine choices for local Chinese wines.

VINTAGE ELEMENT FRESH SANLITUN 🍷
unit 8-31,block 8#19 sanlitun road,taikooli, Chaoyang District,
Beijing 100027
010-64171318
http://www.elementfresh.com/
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Louis Yang
Wine on list: 29 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 50 - 59 RMB
This casual eatery offers a contemporary selection of Western
Food. Alongside the extensive selection of juices, cocktails and
spirits is a small selection of wine arranged by style. There are
some good brands in the mix like Villa Maria, Dr Loosen, Ata
Rangi and Felton Road. Many different styles and origins to
choose from. Ask to see the vintage of the wine before ordering
a bottle.

VINTAGE ELEMENT FRESH XINTIANDI 🍷
unit 2, building 18, north block xintiandi, 181 taicang lu<br/>,
Shanghai, 200025
63260950
http://www.elementfresh.com/?lang=en
Cuisine: American
Wine list by Eddie Teo
Wine on list: 30 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 50 - 59 RMB
This casual eatery offers a contemporary selection of Western
Food. Alongside the extensive selection of juices, cocktails, and
spirits is a small selection of wine arranged by style. There are
some good brands in the mix like Villa Maria, Dr Loosen, Ata
Rangi and Felton Road. Many different styles and origins to
choose from. There is also a few choices of good Champagne
and fortified wine. Ask to see the vintage of the wine before
ordering a bottle.

WATERSIDE TERRACE, ISLAND SHANGRILA 🍷🍷🍷
Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
SAR) Hong Kong
852 2820 8590
https://www.shangri-la.com/hongkong/islandshangrila/
Cuisine: Thai
Wine list by Cherish Ho
Wine on list: 32 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 180 HKD

Best Small List
This is a casual venue with fabulous views of Hong Kong and a
tiny, immaculately-crafted wine list. By the glass, the wines are
modestly priced yet they are distinctive and of very good
quality. There's an impressive collection of wines from around
the globe produced by some of the world's best: Rousseau,
Meo-Camuzet, Cuilleron, Ridge, Silver Heights, Henri
Bourgeois and Dog Point.

WEST LAKE BISTRO, F OUR SEASONS
HOTEL HANGZHOU AT WEST LAKE 🍷🍷🍷

WINERY HAPPINESS CHEERS 🍷
醇悦荟

西湖餐厅

No.3 Jinglong Lake Wenchuan Xiaozhen, Xuzhou National
Economic Development Zone,, Xuzhou, Jiangsu 221000
0086-516-8355 0909
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Ou Cuisine (Zhejiang, China）
Wine list by Bonnie Zhang
Wine on list: 131 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 39 - 68 RMB
An extensive group of mostly commercial, well-priced wines
from around the world is the main focus at Winery Happiness
Cheers.<br/>There's a fair degree of choice which will be
needed in matching wines to local cuisine and the likes of
Braised Abalone with Mushrooms and Pig's Feet and Papaya
Milk Jelly and Egg Tart.<br/>The French and the Italians
shine, so we suggest that makes a good starting point.<br/>

5 Lingyin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013
86（571）8113-5128
https://www.fourseasons.com/zh/hangzhou/
Cuisine: Italian Bistro
Wine list by Simon Li
Wine on list: 312 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 1460 RMB
This is an immaculately curated list, with the quality of the
chosen wines a key feature. Coravin enriches a neatly balanced
by-the-glass list; the selection of champagnes offers rare
insights into single vineyard and single village bubbly and a
focus on terroir in that region. It's an international list that
travers the globe given admirable choice of each country's
finest. China, too, is well represented. <br/>

XIAMEN AIRLINES 🍷🍷

XIN RONG JI FINANCIAL STREET 🍷🍷🍷

22 Dailiao Road, Xiamen, Fujian 361006
+86-592-5739445
https://www.xiamenair.com
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Zibin Chen
Wine on list: 14 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB

NO. 11 Financial Street, Xicheng District, Beijing 100033
010-66180567
http://www.xinrongji.cc
Cuisine: Taizhou Seafood
Wine list by Meiyu Li
Wine on list: 206 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 280 RMB
A neatly curated international list that is particularly
impressive in showcasing the wines of France. There's breadth
and depth in the listing of wines by the glass including four
champagnes and a Grace Vineyard bubbly. Burgundy is listed
as village, Premier Cru and Grand Cru while Bordeaux in
offered by its different regions.

Best Airlines List
First Class for Xiamen Airlines boasts an impressive range of
wines from around the world: Perrier Jouet Champagne,
Cloudy Bay Sauvignon, Egon Muller's Scharzhof riesling from
the Mosel, William Fevre from Chablis and Govalli Rosé from
Provence. The main course offers a choice of Bouchard's 'La
Vignée' from Burgundy, Beychevelle from Bordeaux and
Coppola's 'Dry Creek' Zinfandel from California. Finish it off
with Barton & Guestier Sauternes or choose from a generous
range of spirits.

XIN RONG JI JIANGUOMENWAI STREET
🍷🍷
NO.2 Jianguomenwai Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing
100022
010-85171789
http://www.xinrongji.cc
Cuisine: Taizhou Seafood
Wine list by Meiyu Li / Daniel Yang
Wine on list: 275 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 198 RMB

Best Listing of Chinese Spirits
This is a compact international list which favours the breadth
of its reach over the depth of its treatment of any areas except
France. What distinguishes this list is the care that is taken
with its choices at all price points.<br/>Burgundy, Bordeaux
and Champagne are given the most comprehensive treatment
while there is a good selection of the wines of Piedmont and
Tuscany. As well as this, there are good choices from around
the world of wines. The collection of spirits, especially
Japanese whisky and Chinese Moutai, is impressive.

XIN RONG JI XINYUAN SOUTH ROAD
🍷🍷🍷
新荣记新源南路店
Building 1 Courtyard No. 8 Xinyuan South Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100027
010-65055501
http://www.xinrongji.cc
Cuisine: Taizhou Seafood
Wine list by Meiyu Li / Daniel Yang
Wine on list: 420 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 108 - 228 RMB

Best Chinese Restaurant List
This is an impressive international list, with a strong French
accent, where the quality of the wines never falters. It's a highly
individual Champagne list, a comprehensive dance around the
regions of France, selecting the finest bottles in each case and
with sufficient depth to please the most discerning diner. The
collection from Italy, the USA, Australia and China will attract
many but there's plenty more great bottles. The moutai
selection goes back to 1978.

YAMAZATO SHANGHAI, OKURA GARDEN
HOTEL SHANGHAI 🍷
山里日餐厅
58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200020
86-21-64151111
http://www.gardenhotelshanghai.com/Pages/en/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 140 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 90 - 125 RMB
The highlight of the Japanese restaurant, Yamazato, is a very
good collection of sake. We'd love to see more commentary in
English and more sake by the glass or pot. It's an international
wine list which focus on modestly-priced wines from France,
and around Europe (especially Italy and Spain), the USA,
Australia as well as China and Japan. For those wanting to
splurge there are some impressive French reds and
Champagnes. This is a restaurant which clearly knows its
customers and gives them what they want.

YEARNING (THE) 🍷
酒庭
Youbang Building Unit A #1 strore, Xinbei District,
Changzhou, Jiangsu 213022
519 15951219601
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Wine list by Teresa Yu
Wine on list: 70 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 52 - 100 RMB
Unusually, this wine list comes by itself with no food menu
attached.<br/>As such, it's a free-wheeling look around the
wine world, mainly focusing on the everyday styles but
occasionally going deeper. Some names will leap from the
pages: Felton Road, Thibault Liger-Belair, Chateau de
Beaucastel, Ridge, Sandrone, etc. An icon listing towards the
back of the list will definitely have appeal if you are after
something special.<br/>

YI LONG COURT, THE PENINSULA
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷

YUE PUDONG 🍷
悦江

No.32 The Bund, 32 Zhongshan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai,
20002
+86(21)23272888
https://www.peninsula.com/en/shanghai/hotel-fine-dining/yilong-court-chinese-restaurant
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Stephen Lim
Wine on list: 60 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 108 - 550 RMB
Wine lists need not be vast to be charming, and the list at Yi
Long Court is an excellent example of this. Fine Champagne,
whites and reds by-the-glass. By the bottle, there is a curated
international selection with top names and a good spread of
styles. Quality is high, ensuring a satisfying wine experience.
Though if you were keen to have more choice, a comprehensive
master list is available on request.

6F, Mercedes-Benz Centre, 1200 Shibo Dadao, Pudong New
Area, Shanghai 200135
021-58868299
https://www.diningcity.cn/en/shanghai/yue_restaurant
Cuisine: Chinese Fusion
Wine list by Jimmy Cao
Wine on list: 46 (4 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 58 - 58 RMB
This is a classy new restaurant in Pudong with the greatest
strength is in its small but classy collection of reds from
Bordeaux and Champagne. There are modestly priced reds
from France, Italy, Australia and the Americas. There is a good
range of spirits and beers, too.

YUN JING, RAFFLES SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷
云璟
T7, One Shenzhen Bay, 3008 Zhongxin Road, Nanshan
District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518054
8675586668666
https://www.raffles.com/shenzhen
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Emma Liang
Wine on list: 214 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 1508 RMB
This list balances the great (and therefore most expensive)
wines of the world with quality wines at affordable prices. It
starts with a substantial list by the glass with Coravin
extending its range of price points. Then there's a stunning list
of amazing bottles and a romp around the world with most
depth in France and Italy and eye-catching reds from the USA,
Australia and New Zealand. While not a large list, there's
plenty of quality.

ZI YAT HEEN , F OUR SEASONS HOTEL,
MACAO COTAI STRIP 🍷🍷
紫逸軒
Estrada da Baia de N.Senhora da Esperanca, Taipa, Macau (and
SAR) 999078
62607367
https://www.fourseasons.com/macau/
Cuisine: Authentic Cantonese Cuisine
Wine list by Kaleb Paw
Wine on list: 730 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 798 MOP
Beverages are just as important as the food at Zi Yat Heen.
Along with a carefully curated selection of wine, you can
experience fine spirits, a stellar Chinese tea offering, and a fine
selection of BaiJiu, HuangJiu and Sake. There is even a
premium water menu complete with a water flight. Attention to
detail is at the forefront of the selection, and care has been
taken to present diners with a wide range of styles and origins.
Those hunting for back vintages of premium wines will find
much joy, especially if one is into the intricacies of seasonal
variation.

ZHIGUAN COURTYARD 🍷
止观小馆
NO.12 Jinyu Hutong, Dongcheng District, Beijing, China,
Beijing, 100006
010-65599899
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Intangible Cultural Heritage Food
Wine list by Meiyu Li / Daniel Yang
Wine on list: 102 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 48 - 88 RMB
An intriguing collection with fine examples of a range of
different wine styles from around the globe. Any list where one
can look to Bass Phillip’s Gamay and Oakridge’s Pinot
Meunier and then move to the 1990 Mouton Rothschild is
bound to attract wine lovers. Local wines also covered.

Cuisine:
Wine list by
Wine on list: ( by the glass)
Wine prices:
By the glass: -

